
Sexual Harassment Centre 
accused of sexist hiring policy

.

Paula Todd part." Shteir wrote back, material. "We believe that it is 
It is up to the Ontario Human outling in detail, the reasons ' the correct decision and we
Rights Commission to for the Committee's decision had a number of qualified

decide whether guidelines 
stipulating the sex of the York 
Sexual harassment Centre 
Co-ordinator are legal. The 
Centre, which was scheduled

L i

&to hire a female. “We thought applicants. It would be
carefully about our decision,” gender-blind to ignore the
she said. “We think it will be problems faced by women

who want to report incidence 
of sexual harassment." Shteir 
acknowledges that there are 
cases of male victoms, but 

are rare.”
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easier for women to talk to 
other women about sexual 
harassment.”
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to open in August, is under 
investigation by the 
Commision for an allegedly 
sexist hiring policy.

The controversy concerns 
the Presidential Advisory 
Committee on Sexual 
Harassment which issued its 
official report in May 1981 in 
which it was stated: “The 
Centre should initially have 
one part-time co-ordinator, 
who shall be female, and 
another co-ordinator should 
ensure that, where complaint- 
ants request jnale assistance 
or advice, such assistance is 
available.”

1 I:
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Committee stipulation th*v „
The Centre, for financial 

reasons, cannot hire two co
ordinators, but the report 
stipulates, “The co-ordinator 
should ensure that, where 
complaintants request male 
assistance or advise, such 
assistance is available."

fHuman Rights Officer,
Perry Arnot, met Tuesday 
with Shteir, Vice-President of 
Employee and Student 
Relations, and Sue Tacon a 
member of the committee 
from Osgoode Hall. “I am not 
surprised that someone 
complained,” said Farr, “but I 
think that there are bona fide
reasons for the committee's The University has 
stipulation. If you consider designated Room 143 of
the nature of sexual Founders as the Centre. The
harassment and the sex room sits empty and the
composition of the university, applications for the job of co-
the chance are statistically ordinator unprocessed as the
that the cases are going to be Committee awaits the
of women sexually harassed decision of the commission.

“We don’t want to make an „
When Grayson was asked appointment under a 15

for comment on the procedure that has been
Committee's reasoning, he challenged. It would •£
said, "To my knowledge, there invalidate the decision about y ,
are no statistics available. I am the person or the Centre." o ^
not opposed to the Centre, I The Commission's report is £ ^ ■“ 'A‘
am opposed to sexism." expected in late November v . c., , . . - , ---------------------------—------ -

There were 18 people on and Shteir is “most unhappy” filmmakers enjoying success of The Best Kept Secret:
which he was not personally the York committee and about the delay. (L’R) Kathy Smith, Marshall Golden, Alexander Van Ihinger. Story page 8.
involved," explained Ann ‘while it was not an 
Shteir, the Atkinson professor unanimous decision to specify 
of Humanities who chaired 
the Sexual Harassment
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Awaiting decision
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Associate Dean of Atkinson 

College, Paul Grayson, 
notified the Commission of 
this clause because “it is
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inconsistent with the Ontario 
Human Rights Code. It is 
discrimination." Under the 
1981 statute in that code, 
Grayson “asked the Commis
sion to take on a complaint in
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raALIBURthe sex of the Co-ordinator, 
everyone felt the issue had 
been thoroughly discussed 
and the decision arrived at 
fairly,” said Shteir.

The Committee consulted 
the Toronto Rape Crisis 
Centre and reviewed pertinent.

Committee. She received a 
letter from Grayson after the 
position'of co-ordinator was 
advertised in the York 
Bulletin. "He wrote saying he 
was assuming error on our

Vol. 17 No77 York Univeristy’s Independent PressJohn Chang abandons position ctober

Internal Affairs Director resigns over "inefficiency"
Paula Todd Chang explained his reasons that “council meetings are happy with Tony as Business *
In protest of what he sees as for leaving: “Circumstances bogged down by semantics. Manager, but the Executive is
inefficiency in the CYSF, at CYSF have forced me into a fundamental problems with happy with him and I want to
Internal Affairs Director, position of either ceasing my the constitution and personal see the council do its
John Change resigned his post duties or resigning from my vendettas”, he expressed his business.” While he was
effective Tuesday night. His position. I believe these are frustration with attempts to unwilling to name the people
letter of resignation was read some circumstances prohib- institute the programmes he who are seen as preventing the
by the CYSF speaker, Tye Burt iting the other directors from feels are necessary. “I’ve been CYSF from functioning, he
after Chang made a report to properly carrying on their trying to speak at the last four said, “there are people on
the Council on his work with duties. I hope these problems meetings, but haven’t been Council who don’t wish to see
the Food Committee and the can be solved so that CYSF allowed to. If I had not CYSF reach its potential. How
development of a Consumers’ can realize its potential as resigned tonight I wouldn’t can anyone do their work
Services Committee. Mark central student organiza- have been able to speak under those conditions?"
Pearlman, Director of tion."- today,” he said.
Academic Affairs praised He told Excalibur that he “They took 3 or 4 hours Contract needs debate 
Chang’s work and made a was "dissatisfied with the arguing semantics over Tony Winters College represent- 
successful motion to grant work of the council.” Finn’s contract. I chink its an jtive Ellen Leibman, one of
him a $200 honorarium. Charging that no-one keeps unwillingness to move onto several council members who

In his letter of resignation, regular business hours” and the business. 1 am not totally advocated changes to Finn’s

contract argues that the 
contract needs to be debated, 
but agrees that time is being 
wasted in council meetings: “I 
don’t think we’re arguing 
semantics. The contract that 
is on the table now needs to be 
changed, but it should have 
gone over to committee. The 
refusal to argue the contract 
point by point in committee is 
the only reason time is being 
taken up in council 
meetings."

Chang is also displeased 
with the performance of the 
other directors. “1 don’t want 
to point the finger at anyone 
in particular. I just hope they 
get the message. Judith 
(Santos, Director of Women’s 
Affairs) and Mark (Pearlman,
Director of Academic affairs) 
are really working hard. But a 
lot of people are not taking the 
job seriously and I question 
whether the students are 
getting their $18.50 (the fee 
given by each student to

CYSF)."
Chang believes too, that 

there is no “flow" from the 
political decision making to 
bureaucratic action.” He 
cited, as an example, the 
motion passed in Council 
during the summer to 
renovate the student 
government offices at 105 
Central Square. “1 waited and 
waited and no-one did 
anything so I ended up hiring 
people off the street to do the 
job.”

It is this waiting that 
precipited Chang’s resigna
tion. “The constitution is 
interfering with our business. 
It’s so vague, no-one could 
even figure out if they had the 
power to fire Tony Finn in the 
first place.” When reminded 
that CYSF President 
Bevilacqua had struck a 
committee to rewrite the 
constitution, he said: “But 
they haven't done anything. I 
keep waiting but they haven’t 
even called a meeting of that 
group."

Personal vendetta
Chang feels that others 

shave his opinion of CYSF.
I ve talked to a few college 

reps who are just fed up. We 
can t get quorum and nothing 
gets done. I encourage the 
colleges to withdraw from the 
CYSF.”

He denied that there was a 
movement within Complex 1 
to succeed from CYSF: 
“That’s just a personal 
vendetta that someone "has 
with the council. It’s

revenge.
When asked whether he 

believed such a separation 
movement would be effective, 
he replied: “CYSF is a great 
idea. You can see that from 
other universities. Maybe 1 
just want to pressure them to 
shape up. But really, if push 
comes to shove, it (college 
withdrawn) could be done 
very easily. I would prefer that 
doesn’t have to happen.”

Chang was elected in last 
April's general election and a 
by-election will be called to fill 
the post he vacated. He plans 
to resume a normal academic 
life and participate in 
university sports. He will not 
continue in any capacity with 
the CYSF.

Bevilacqua commented 
briefly on Chang’s resigna
tion, “CY SF sticks together in 
the good times and the bad 
times." He has not yet set a 
date for the by-election.
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THE YORK WOMEN'S CENTRE 
is presenting a Speak and Meet series 
on battered wives. Beta Duenisch 
and Isabella Meltz from the North 
York Women's Sheltor will be the 
guest speaker on Thurs. Oct. 28th 
12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Room 102 B.S.B.

G.A.Y.
The Gay Alliance at York will meet at 
7:00 p.m. in S8691 Faculty Lounge 
on ThursdayfsO.

SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE JANE- 
FINCH AREA

Elspeth Heyworth, a community 
relations officer will be discussing 
problems of inequality & power in 
the Jane-Finch area. Tuesday 
October 26, 4:00-6:00, Vanier
Senior Common Rm 010. For more 
information contact the Student 
Christian Movement (SCM) 667- 
3171.

DISARMAMENT: THE 
GLOBAL MANDATE

This is the name of Operation 
Dismantled second annual 
conference. Speakers include: Mayor 
Art Eggleton, Margaret Laurence, " 
Dr. Linus Pauling; former CIA 
deputy director, Dr. Herbert 
Scoville; and a representative from 
the soviet union. The conference will 
be held at York University. October 
22nd to 24th, just two weeks before 
Toronto's referendum on world 
disarmament. You may register now 
by call 367-0432.

Start on : 
the path of a 

professional 
management 

career with 
a York BBA

CROSS/CUT
An evening of contemporary English 
Quecbec Poetry with Louis Dudek, 
Artie Gold, Ken Norris, and more. 
Sunday October 24, 1 - 6 p.m. 
Scuffers, 76 St. Clair Ave. W. 962- 
6676.

I

POLITICAL SCIENCE

EKjCAUBURThe political Science Students 
Association will be holding a general 
meeting Monday, October 25, 1982 
at 2:00 in S872 Ross. All members 
please attend. New members 
welcome. Established 1966

Michael Monastyrskyj
As Canada’s largest graduate 

management school, York University’s 
Faculty of Administrative Studies offers 
many more alternatives in course selection. 

This means an even wider choice of career 
becomes available to you.

Paula ToddTHE REEL AND SCREEN 
Friday, October 22nd in Curtis 
Lecture Hall L: The French > 
Lieutenant’s Woman, 7:30 p.m. and 

.For Your Eyes Only at 9:45. Both 
Shows-$2.75, Eyes.0nly-$2.00.

DANCE WORKSHOP 
The York Dance department will 
present works in progress by dance 
students and faculty. Wednesday, 
Oct. 27 at 5:00 p.m. in Studio One of 
the Fine—Arts Building. ALL 
WELCOME. Admission free.

LITERARY CONTEST
CYSF and Canadian Women’s 
Studies have organized a deterary 
contest. As the theme any issue 
related to women. Manuscripts no 
longer than 2000 words, typed and 
double spaced. Deadline Nov. 30. 
First prize-$200.00, second pri/.e- 
$ 100.00. For information, or 
Canadian Woman's Studies, 3725.

Editors

Production: Lerrick Starr, Lisa Ford, Mark Zwolinski, 
Monica Bider, Nigel Turner, Himbara, W. Hurst, Mike 
Albu and John Schmied.
Graphic Artist: John Notten Cartoonist: John Ens 
General Manager: Merle Menzies

BBA Information Sessions
Come and meet us to talk about career possibilities in man
agement, entrance requirements, and what life is like in 
York’s professional business school.

Chairperson of the Board of Publications: 
Paula Beard
Editorial Office: 667-3201

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28
anytime from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. 
in Room 038/039 Admin. Studies Bldg. Advertising: 667-3800

Or contact: Student Affairs Off.ce, 
Faculty of Administrative Studies

Excalibur is published every Thursday by Excalibur Publications, Inc. 
with the help of volunteers from the York community. Our offices are 
located in Room 111m Central Square in the Ross Building, York 
University. 4700 Keele Street, Downsview, Ontario M3J 1P3.YORK UNIVERSITY

Downsview (Toronto), Ontario M3J 2A6 
Telephone (416) 667-2532

A SUMMER IN OTTAWA
«

UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS
PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS '

Anatomy 
Biochemistry 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Computer Science 
Engineering 

Chemical 
Civil
Electrical 

> Mechanical
The Summer Research Scholarships will provide research experience 
with leading Canadian Scientific investigators in one of the above 
fields.

VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)/month 
Travel allowance

Geography (Physical)
Mathematics
Microbiology
Pathology
Physiology
Physics
Psychology (experimental) 
Systems Science

3-4 months (May-August) 1983 
Reasonable on-campus accommodation 
is available to early registrants

DURATION:

REQUIREMENTS: Canadian or permanent resident
Permanent residence outside of imme
diate Ottawa-Hull area 
Full-time undergraduate student. 
Preference given to those in 3rd and 
4th year.

below. Also request a reference from one professor sent to the same 
address by November 15, 1982.

1983 Summer Research Scholarships SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, KIN 6N5 Tel: (613) 231-5804

Forward the required information together with your most recent 
University transcript before November 15, 1982 to the address

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: i
UNIVEPBrrt
D’OTTAWA «

‘
Name------------
Mailing Address k

'MsUNIVERSITY 
OF OTTAWA Tel. (Am)posul codeprovincecity

Permanent Address tmss1
v

Tel. (Am)postal codeprovincecity

Currently enrolled in 

Research field of interest —
k department
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Security Director Dunn to examine report
EXCALIBUR STAFFProposal for new van service well-received meets today at 1 p.m. 
in the Newsroom.a van service at York, Dunn refused 

to comment saying: “I haven’t any 
service to comments to Excalibur about

anything!” /
Ellies said that he has spoken with 

Dunn and received a positive 
response, he has also set up a 
meeting with Mr. W. Small,
VicePresident of University service 
and if he receives his approval, a 

relations, who responded positively formal presentation will be given to 
saying that “Although it’s going to George Dunn from Ellies for 
take a little time to work out (due to submission to the University.
Metro bylaws for insurance), it will Ellies said he though of the idea of 
be helpful, especially for young a van service at York over the
ladies travelling to remote coners of summer when he visited Queen’s
the parking lots.” Becker told and Western University, which both 
Excalibur that he referred Ellies to run a van service, he has learned

Valence Ellies, chairperson for 
Stong Executive, has designed the 
plans for the van 
encourage students to remain at 
school for classes, to use the library 
services and to attend school 
activities and still feel safe getting to 
classes and home. He has spoken to

through Dunn and Becker that the 
money can be made available, the 
vans are there and they can be used. 
“It’s entirely up to the students if 
they want it to be a success. It’s likely 
now that the service can be offered; 
the ridership will determine if it 
stays.”

Comments or suggestions 
referring to the van service may be 
mailed or dropped off at: Stong 
College Enquiry Office, Room 313 
Stong, in care of Valence Ellies.

The colleges will discuss the van 
service at the next meeting of the 
“Working committee on Campus 
Security”, Wednesday, October 27 
at Bethune College.

Barb Bench
A van service for students travelling 
on campus after dark is in the 
preliminary stages. York Security 
staff would drive the four vans 
presently in various departments of 
the university on four separate 
routes leaving simultaneously and 
covering all main pathways. Two of , John Becker, Assistant Vice-

President in charge of student

*

<c
the routes would extend off campus,
(on Sentinel to Finch and, on 
Shoreham to Jane St.). Many 
students live near the campus near
by because they could not get into 
over crowed residences. The vans 
would leave from the front of Ross 
and the front of Complex II at 6:15,
6:30, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15 and 1:30 in 
the winter time when it gets dark at George Dunn, Department of Safety 
5:00. It would be run on a trial basis 
depending upon the ridership.

O
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and Security but when Excalibur 
asked Dunn about the possibility of

3Disarmament conference
YUKON JACK A11ACKHCarol Brunt

Disarmament-the emerging Global 
Mandate, is the theme of the 2nd 
Annual Conference organized by 
Operation Dismantle. It will be held 
at York University, October 22- 
23rd.

per cent of Canadian are in favour of 
a world-wide referendum. It is hoped 
that this will convince the Canadian 
government to propose the idea of 
flobal referendum at the United 
Nations.

Since its inception in 1977, 
Operation Dismantle has gained the 
support of 138 MP’s some of whom, 
including Paul McRae, are on a 
Canada-wide tour to promote the 
referendum in advance of the 
elections.

-x

The Frost Bite.SA

/.
UUarm several small cubes 
■■ of frozen water with 
IV2 ounces of Yukon Jack.
Toss in a splash of sparkling IH 
soda and you'll have thawed I'58» 
the Frost Bite. Inspired in the 
wild, midst the damnably 
cold, this, the black sheep 
of Canadian liquors, is i 
Yukon Jack.

Guest speakers at the conference, 
which begins Friday afternoon and 
continues throughout the weekend, 
include Margaret Laurence, author 
of The Diviners; David Cartwright, 
Executive Director of one of the

^ >
11
II'2 '/

A x\51» fsy \
largest disarmament organizations 
in the United States; E.P. Goussanov 
from the Soviet Embassy; Art 
Eggleton, mayor of Toronto. The 
conference concludes with a banquet students at York to get out and vote 
Saturday evening at which Paul 
McRae, MP for Thunder Bay- 
Atikokan and Dr. Linus Pauling, 
supporter of disarmament, will 
speak.

Operation Dismantle is 
encouraging world-wide disarma
ment through a global referendums, 
in more than 120 cities and towns

According to Roy McFarlene, 
representative from the Ottawa 
office, the conference will hopefully 
motivate the general public and

0 t JL/ v
Vi

S
V

Yxkon 010n
m t )(their) support. The City of North 

York has not added the question of 
disarmament to their municipal 
ballots.

JackI11 >WV The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors. 
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.

The conference will be held in 
Burton Autorium, Keele Campus. 
Tickets are $5.00 per session; 
half price for students. Banquet 
tickets are $15.00. Session times 

across Canada, are set to coincide and speakers, are available Thursday 
with this Fall’s municipal elections. at the Operation Dismantle desk, 
it is hoped that the results will reflect Central Square between 12 noon and 
the 1978 gallup poll that showed 70 2 p.m.

ym
For more YUkon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710, Postal Station "U,” Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5P1

JOINT UNION MEETING ON
Spanish veterans are seeking 
recognition from government

PROVINCIAL 
GOVERNMENT 

WAGE CONTROLS

At the time when Hitler was on the 
rise, Mussolini firmly entrenched in 
Italian politics, and Francisco 
Franco rising fast, the Mackenzie- 
papineau Battalion, a group of 
Canadian volunteers, went to 
Europe to fight against facism in the 
Spanish Civil War of 1937. The 
Mac-Pap’s are now fighting for 
recognition of their contribution to 
history.

On Sunday October 17th a 
smattering of people, mostly Mac- 
Pap vetrans gathered together at 
O.I.S.E. in their last efforts to seek 
recognition. Included in the list of 
speakers was Provincial NDP leader 
Bob Rae, Bill Beeching editor-writer 
of the still unpublished book 
Canadian Volunteers in Spain 1936- 
1939 by members of the Mackenzie- 
Papineau Battalion and Tom Butler 
of the Toronto Workshop Theatre 
who recited hemingway’s Eulogy to 
the International Brigades. The 
problem facing the Mac-Pap's is that 
they faught against facists and 
fadsm before it became the dilemma 
of the "free" world.

Hitler and Mussolini
The Spanish Civil War of 1937 

saw facist forces overthrow a 
democratically elected government. 
Generalisimo Franisco Franco, aided 
by European facist allies, “Hitler and 
Mussolini”, then came to power. 
This was considered a localized crisis 
as politicians such as Mackenzie 
King and Neville Chamberlain did 
not recognize the facist threat and

even condoned Hitler’s actions in 
pre-WWII Germany. Consequently 
the Mackenzie-Papineau volunteers, 
a left wing contingent, went off to 
Spain to fight their war against 
facism. This action was condemed by 
the Canadian government and laws 
were passed impending fine or 
imprisonment to any Canadian who 
faught in Spain at this time. 
Ironically only a few years later 
“legitimate” Canadian forces faught 
for the same ideals and against the 
same enemy.

Final campaign
Aging and unrecognized the Mac- 

Pap’s final compaign is a fight for 
honour and recognition for their role 
in history.

NDP Bob Rae has been deeply 
involved in the movement. Rae’s 
Private-members Bill concerning 
recognition for the Mac-Paps was 
never passed by Parlement. His 
message was that of inspiration as he 
stated that the Battalion had faught 
for, “the nobelest political ideal, that 
of social democracy. After delivering 
his speech Rae continued canvasing 
to gain support for the upcoming by- 
election.

The fight goes on for the surviving 
vetrans of the Mackenzie-Papineau 
Battalion. Vetran Ross Russell 
summed up the feeling of the 
gathering when he said, “They get 
recognition after they’re dead. Were 
trying to have it happen before they 
die. 1987 will be the Mac-Pap’s 
50th anniversary.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND:

• To hear a report on the effects of the legislation
• To protest the removal of hard won union rights
• To mobilize for further action against Bill 179

12 NOON, TUESDAY 26 OCTOBER. 
SENATE CHAMBER

SPONSORED BY: CUEW, CUPE, YUFA, YUSA, IUOE, CGA — ALL CAMPUS UNIONS
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There are jobs available for English graduatesClassified
Nigel Turner
The second in a series of career 
planning seminars on careers in 
English was held Tuesday in the 
Falculty Lounge. Three Speakers 
Frank Jones, from the Toronto Star, 
Allen Koretsky, a York English 
Professor and Deborah Sawyer, a 
business women, talked about the

practical experience 
papers and small local papers as 
prerequisites for professional 
journalism.,

Koretsky, the first to speak, 
discussed

on school professor. He stated that life for a and service to the institution, or
disadvantages of life as an English administration.

Deborah Sawyer, listed 
fields in business and advertising 

teaching, scolarship, as far as that need people with strong English
the advantages and professional books and articles go, backgrounds.

ALDERMANIA
The Political Science Students 
Association in conjunction with the 
CYSF is holding an Aldermans 
Meeting on October 27. 1982. Six 
candidates from Wards 1, 3, and 5 
will be present in the large bear pit 
from 12:00 to 2:00 to tell you about 
their platforms and answer any job opportunities open to University 
questions you may have. Come out students graduating with English 
and get involved. Learn the’ issues I degrees. Most of the seminar was
bepnre yf°rfh°te , , , taken UP with a discussion on
message ,?P S.S.A.TanSox^oSd variou?. writin« career%

at CYSF office I Journahsm, magazine, freelancing
and article publication. All the 
speakers agreed flexibility was the 
key to success in writing. And finally 
Sawyer listed professions in which 
language or linguistics are almost 
essential.

some
professor is divided between

New CYSF typing service replaces record store
In one fell swoop, the Council of the held up by the CYSF’s inability to get
York Student Federation has 1 or maintain quorum at its last six 
plugged two holes left by the meetings,
summer closing of the CYSF Typing
Service and its record shop. Under the terms of the agreement. 
Soundproof. Room 109 Central the. waBes of Morrissette and
Square, which has not been used CyPists s^e hires will be determined
since Soundproof was closed, but for hy the amount of business the
which the CYSF has been paying service generates. Money from the
rent, will now house a new Typing 
Service.

To run the secretarical service,
CYSF hired Down Morrissette, who 
had operated a similar business on 
York campus in 1977-78. That 
service was bought out by then 
President David Chodikoff who. 
according to CYSF Business 
Manager Tony Finn, "forced Down 
out.” Morrissette maintained her 
own secretarial service at York, 
which she has now under contract to 
CYSF.

Morrissette’s

service will be paid out according to 
the following schedule:
--66 2/3 per cent to typists as wages 
--10 per cent to Dawn as a 
management fee
— 3 per cent to a special Contingency 
Fund to be used either as an amount 
to cover any loss or for 
equipment next year.

any
EXPERIENCED TYPIST Essays, 
theses, manuscripts, letters. IBM 
Selectric. Dufferin-Steeles area. 
From .80$ per page.
F’-one Carole at 669-5178.

new

T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS
Fiugger, Baseball & Football shirts 
CUSTOM silkscreened Perfect
for your faculty club, residence or | journalist; he said it entailed a lot of 
team! Call LORNE MERKUR &
SISTER 783-4288 a student run 
business____________________

Confrontation at demonstrationJones, a reporter for 28 years then 
talked about how he became a

luck, he did not have any kind of 
formal journalistic training. He 
learnt his trade as an apprentice, 

PROTYPING SERVICE Fast | then later imigrated to Canada from 
accurate typing. Reasonable 
rates, free parking. 447-0932.

Ian Bailey
Voices and tempers were high yeaterday during a confrontation between 
students and demonstrators aftqr the cancellation of a speech by Israeli 
Knesset Member, Eliahu Ben-Elissar.

Twelve members of the Toronto based Committee of Solidarity with 
Palestinean and Lebanese People appeared at Osgoode to protest the visit 
which was cancelled after a phone call from the Israeli consolate at 11:00, 
an hour before Elissar was scheduled to speak.

After the demonstration fizzled out, there were heated, but non-violent 
spot arguements between approximately 40 students and the Committee 
members.

his native England and eventually 
ended up working as a columnist for 

TYPIST 12 yr£. experience in I thÇ Star He feels that a journalist is 
university community, particularly a Viadtly whose in here and out
dissertations and theses. Refer- there,” that the job affords the
ences available for major works. freedom to “cover all subjects,” 
Spelling, grammar & style corrected. especially column writing. Jones 
Mrs Logan, 223-1325, except recommends a degree in English and 
Wednesdays. !

contract was 
approved without much discussion 
at Tuesday’s council meeting. 
Approval of the contract had been

NEED ESSAYS TYPED? For fast, 
accurate work, call Sue at 851-1877 
after 5:30. (75$ pfer/page) Next day 
service depending on length of 
assignment. Five Star

Quality
Typing done In my home. Was
Executive Secretary 20 years Did 
editorial work 2 years. Will correct 
spelling and structure Call Margaret 
Mathies 881 -0550 Thornhill.

We are specialists in custom-made 
window blinds, vertical louvres, and 
Venetian blinds In business for five 
years, we can offer 30% off. Free 
estimates. Joe: 638-1914

TYPING SERVICE located in 
Markham. Prompt and accurate 
Reasonable rates: large or small, we 
type them all. Further information 
294-8119 fill:

ÏÏSiiÆ SSSSSSb
638-4674
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SINGLES CONNECTION 
The Singles Connection presents 
"Your chance to soar together, a 
communication and meeting experi
ence. If you are a university student 
or grad, a lady under 30 or a guy 
under 35, single and active in some 
physical fitness program, then you 
qualify.

It's a 15-week program. 3 hours/ 
week in 11 small groups (8 male/8 
female to a group), on intarpersonal 
communications and relationships. 
The program develops an open 
communication environment which 
culminates in a meeting of the 160 
people from the small groups. 
Following programs will create a 
snowballing network effect.

. Call Alex Perleman at 429-2468 
(leave message or call back if not in) 
or write P O. Box 558, Station J, 
Toronto M4J 4Z2 for specific info--or 
a brochure Or come to free intro 
meeting on Tues . Oct 26, at 8 p.m. 
in the 8th floor lounge (S872) in the 
Ross Bldg at York or on Mon., Oct 
18, at 8 p.m. at Ont Inst. fopStudies in 
Educ 252 Bloor W (at St. George), 
Room 2-214 or Thurs., Oct. 21, at 
Westin Hotel, University Ave. & 
Richmond St, Carmichael/Jackson 
Room. Actual program starts Nov 1 
with sessions at 11 different times 
during the week

Note: Program fee is $245 00.20% 
discount to full-time students Not 
enough $ in your pocket? Ask and I II 
see what I can do to help out
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Reach for the Star. Seagram’s Five Star.ROOMMATE SERVICE
A LARGE SELECTION OF 

HOMES AND ROOMMATES TO 
SHARE ACCOMMODATIONS 

SPECIAL STUDENT FEE. FULLY 
GUARANTEED.

SELECTIVE FINDERS
221-5866
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The Editorial Page

Bipin Lakhani must quit Council
$8

-
Many miles separate the peaceful 
autumn landscape of southern 
Ontario from Lebanon’s

case.
After the meeting, for example, 

Judith Santos attempted to persuade 
Excalibur to suppress the 
information revealed at the CYSF 
meeting (it is a public meeting). “1 
don’t think' Excalibur should 
comment on this. It was a internal 
matter.

corpse-
strewn battlefield, but the media’s 
satellite nervous 
that the tremours of 
travel from one place to another.

As soldiers and civilians die in 
back alleys and refugee camps, many 
York members engage in a war of 
written and spoken words. The war 
is suddenly at our doorstep.

That students would 
debate the issues surrounding a 
conflict of such importance is 
inevitable, but unfortunately, the 
battle at York University consists 
largely of hate propaganda.

Last night at the CYSF meeting, 
Bipin Lakhani, Director of Social 
and Cultural affairs, admitted he

system ensures 
current events

the mass-murderer and sadistic 
torturer pictured here.’’ It lists 
alleged activities of Begin, and says 
that he “boasts of these crimes as 
being his greatest accomplish
ments." The posters are designed to 
encourage immediate reaction and a 
possible misinterpretation of the 
situtation. It is sensationalism.

Marty Zarnett, a student senator, 
with special permission from the 
Council, read a letter that revealed 
the presence of the posters and 
called for a clarification of the 
CYSF’s stance on racist literature. 
After a long preamble detailing 
recent anti-semitic events, he 

was the propagator of just such explained that he and Greg Gaudet
material. It was discovered that (last year’s CYSF President) found
Lakhani using CYSF facilites had the posters while searching for
had photocopied posters that books in a CYSF filing cabinet.

hate-inspired, hate-inspiring After the Council skirted the issue 
propaganda. The posters which were of who was responsible, Randy
hung in Central Square and which Dobson, a member of McLaughlin
carry a photograph of Menachem College argued that Zarett should
Begin read in part, “In 1947, the name the CYSF member responsible
British government offered a for the poster or drop the matter. It
$48,000 reward for the capture of was at this point that Director of

Academe Affairs, Mark Pearlman, Director of York Security, George 
said, “The Director of Social and Dunn’s, slow reaction to the 
Cultural Affairs made the posters.” vandalism and threats to the Jewish 
At the end of the discussion, the Student Federation.
Council directed Lakhani to write a This should be tolerated. What is 
public letter of apology and required is discussion of the
reimburse Council for the cost of situation which would put into play 
photocopying the material. the compassion and intelligence that

It is distressing that hate are supposed to be the essence of an
literature of all kinds is littering academic institution. It is everyone's
York’s halls and that divisions -responsibility to ensure that the 
within our population are becoming 
violent, rendering reasoned 
discussion impossible.

Lakhani’s involvement in the 
propaganda war marks him 
irresponsible member of our society involvement in the political 
and his exploitation of his CYSF 
position endangers the reputation 
and accountability of the student 
government. Jacque Altman,
Student Senate Rep., called for 
Lakhani’s resignation but the 
proposal never came to a vote. The interest is stronger than any respect 
Council’s unwillingness to he might have for the CYSF and the 
rationally debate lack of concern students it represents, 
that seems to be prevading our This should have been apparent to 
campus. Remember, for example, all CYSF members-This was not the

I m just offering an 
she said. And whenopinion,

Excalibur asked Lakhani for 
comment Santos cautioned him:

You shouldn’t say anymore.” He 
replied, “No comment.”

And Bevialacqua told us he was 
"more concerned' with the fact that 
the photocopying had been done on 
the CYSF photocopier." He said he 
would not ask for Lakhani’s 
resignation.

Bevilacqua told Zarnett. “If you 
have things that concern politics, 
don’t bring them into Council. The 
CYSF is not interested.” He is 
mistaken, as he was when he said, 
“Politics do not belong in CYSF.” 
Politics are the only reason he has a 
job.

want to

circumstances responsible for the 
recent conflict in Lebanon are not 
duplicated here: lessons of the past 
must not be ignored.

We condemn Lakhani’sas an

propaganda machine that seeks to 
undermine any possibility of 
reconciliation and call for his 
immediate resignation from the post 
he has no right to hold. It is obvious 
his loyalty to outside political

are

It is time he confronted Lakhani’s 
abuse of power and position and 
acknowledged his responsibility to 
the Council and 
whole.

to society as a

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
For essays, terms papers,etc. 

Fast service on electric 
typewriter at 80<t/page. 

Call Beverly 
669-5085

Dufferin & Steele?____
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HI •KitiaiTffiriASTROLOGY CHARTS 
FOR WOMEN

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION
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If you had to put a price on a priceless moment, 2 months 
salary is just about where you should be. Because that’s what a 
beautiful diamond engagement ring should be worth nowadays. 
And that s not a lot, when you consider it s the one thing your 
fiancée will wear every day of her life.

It comes down to a question of priorities. And 
what’s more important than the woman you bye?
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■II
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
Of CANADA LTD

The test preparation 
specialist since 1938

COME 
VISIT 
OUR. 

CENT Rfj
Call Days, Eves. & Weekends

A diamond is forever.
967-4733

De Beers720 Spadina Ave. Suite 410 
Toronto, Ont. MBS 2T9 
Other Centers in More Than 

100 Major U S Cities & Abroad
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Faculty of Arts Dean’s Honour Roll
The Faculty of Arts Dean’s Honour Roll recognizes the achievement of those 
students who have obtained a sessional grade point average of 7.5 or better. 
The following students are members of the Dean’s Honour Roll for 1981 -82.

I Year I
I Karl Abbott 
I Curtis Ballantyne 
I Leslie Balmer 
S Carol Barker 
I Lorraine Bellisario 
I Dileno Bertossi 
I Rosemary Bettencourt 
I Beverley Beecroft 
I Robin Brudner 
I Stephen Bunt 
I Josephine Capizzano 
I Eric Carmona 
I Terry Carr 
I Alice Chan 
I Kwok-Chun Chao 
I Sari Chemin 
I Wing-Fat Chong 
I Man Ngai Chu 
I Nella Cianfrini 
I Stephen Cohen 
I Jacky Crawford 
I Mari Creal-Kilbourn 
I Dawn D’Souza 
I Lawrence Dale 
S Gerry Dejong 
I Michael Denny 
I Barbara Devitt 
I Robert Di Vincenzo 
I Anne Diker 
$ Irmgardt Duley 
I Michele Duquet 
1 J. Edwards 
$ Margaret Ellard 
I Adam Esmail 
I Laura Feldt 
I Howard Fialkov 
I Michelle Fiszman 
I _ Sharon Freedman 

Lorena Galant 
Gary Gibbs 

I Laura Gini 
Lesley Golden 
Stephen Goodbaum 
Barry Gray 
Stephen Gray 
Linda Greco 
Sandra Greco 
Sonia Gregatto 
Donna Guidolin 
Thain Haggerty 
Marilyn Hare 
Stephen Holmes
Diane Hoondert 
Valerie Hopps 

, Irene Hotz ,
Elizabeth Hughes 
Rivka Isenberg 
Ronald Iwasa 
Diane Johnson !
John Kalerantis j
Nancy-Keenan j
Jeffrey Keshen j
Warren Kneeshaw S
Anne Kostyk |
Laurie Kruk j
Christine Krupa I
Francy Kussner 
Judith Kylie !
Hillar Lauri j
Li-Ying Lee j
Wing Lee j
A. Lipson j
Kelly Listoe j
Beryl Logan !
Stephen Lokash |
Joanne Lurie |
Janeen Mann j
Matthew Marshall 
Ashraf Matta j
John McKee j
Gail Mellentin i
Vivian Metz j
Jim More I
Gary Morris !
Lori Newton j
Ottilene Ogis 
Kenna Owoh i
Sandra Owston j
Norman Pejkovic j
Michele Phillippe I

j Perry Hancock 
j Sheila Hand 

Stella Havkin 
| Rhonda Hazen 
| Bradley Henderson 
j Lloyd Hoffman 

Brenda Ihilchik 
j Aimi lives 
j Michael Jenkinson 

Trefer Jones 
| Carolyn Kanitz 
j Carey Ker 

Donny Kirsh 
! Tom Klein

Mitchell Korman 
| Shelley Lazer 

George Lee 
Marlon Lo 
Daniel London 

j Chun Ma 
\ Laura Mabee 
| Carolyn MacDonald 
! Marie MacDonald 
| Michael MacDonald 
j Tracey Macey 
j George MacLaren 
! John Maduri 
| Rosina Maida 
! Sandra Martin 
j Marjorie Massouda 
! Anna Mavrogiannis 
j Domenico Mazzocchi 
I Susan McCourt 
j Paul Meschino 
! Eric Meslin 

Rosemary Miller 
j Karen Motschenbacher 
j Heather Murray 
j Ngon Ng 
j Shawn Nichols 
j Susan Noble 
j Joanne Oetke 
j Michael Orr 
j Barbara Parish 
j Randolph Persaud 
j Angela Pidone J Susan Pieprzak 
| Ahman Pirasteh

Rhonda Pomotov 
! Anne Ptasznik 

Franca Pulce 
Keith Ramnath 
Massimo Rolle 
Joanne Roth 
Gary Rubinoff 
Gregory Rudka 
Robert Shapero 
Patricia Shepherd 
Gabriel Sitarenios 
Richard Smart 
Sylvia So 
Ronda Solomon 
Steven Solway 
Denise Spears 
Susan Spizziri 
Catherine Strome 
Yvonne Sybring 
Ching Tam 
Lori Tanel 
Helder Teles 
Marco Ter Brugge 
Megan Teskey 
Graham Thompson 
Randy Tischler 
Dominic Tsun 
Catherine Vian 
Edward Vokes 
Daniel Watts 
Allan Weiss 
Lynn Wells 
Sandra Whitworth 
Randall Widdis 
Wai Wong 
llan Yehros 
Emily Zarnett 
Esther Zdolec 
Ian Zimmerman 
Year III 
Michael Adam 
Janice Adlington 
Judith Aisenberg

| Leora Aisenberg 
j Thomas Allgoewer
j Valerie Annan-Lunau

Donna Atkinson 
Grant Austin 

j Donna Bartolini 
Corinne Bassett 

! Joel Baum 
Dplores Bidinot 
Donna Bobier 

| Helene Bouchard 
j Linda Bray 
I Michael Burke 
j David Cairns 
i Doris Calderan 
! Donna Campbell
j Franci Chodak 

Joanne Clarke 
j Judith Codd

Giovanna Colavecchia 
Ann Collett 

j Peter Crocker 
Nirmal Dass 
Barbara Datlen 
Andrea Davie 
Martin Day 
Joanne Decker 
John Devon 
Joan Dewey 
Marcello Di Francesco 
Annette Di Nardo 
Marylou Dolente 
Anne Dossik 
Dianne Dutton 
Michael Dyet
George Eadie 
Stephen Eisen 
John Elias 
Bruce Eveleigh 
Anne Fay 
Susanne Fluge 
JSy Freireich 
Brian Frimeth 
Darren Fuerst 
Jonathan Fuller 
Cynthia Gasner 
Glenford Gayle 
Debbie Gladstone 
Joan Gliksman 
Cheryl Goldhart 
Howard Goldstein 
Ana Graca 
Elizabeth Graham 
Jody Grammer 
Elaine Gray 
James Gronau 
Jeffrey Halman 
Suzanne Heathcote 
Douglas Heron 
Dennis Horak 
Karen Horner 
Brian Horowitz 
Aubrey Hunt 
Rachel Israeli 
Naomi Jacobs 
Philip Jenkins 
Rita Kanarek 
Joy Kaufman 
Margaret Kelly 
Renee Lavieille 
Danny Law 
Yin Lee
Chrysostom Louis 
Maurice Luimes 
Alastair MacDonald 
Bill Margou 
Revital Marom 
Francesca Mazzoli 
Jocelyn McArthur 
A. McKay
Karen McKenzie !
Alexandria Melatti J
Leonidas Michelis 
John Minicucci j
Richard Moens j
Brendan Morgan 
Brian Morgan 
Lynn Morrison

Françoise Picot 
Janice Pogue . 
Lisa Reed 
Marilyn Richmond 
Kelly Robertson 
Faith Roebuck 
Tamara Roga 
Mark Rosenblatt 
Karyn Ross 
Cyndi Rowntree 
Kristina Ruppert 
Catherine Russell 
Gail Schleyer 
Cynthia Seow 
Tiong Sim 

• Yvonne Soupcoff 
David Spiro 
Sheila Stock 
Linda Stockdale 
Richard Stoll 
King Suen 
Yasuko Sutoh z 
Choon Tan 
Lusy Tan 
Gina Tang 
Ho Tang 
Eileen Tay 
Sheri Tazumi 
Brian Thompson 
Jane Todd 
Michael Trussler 
Ying Tse 
Ira Walfish 
Gilbert Weiss 
Stephen Wilson 
Norbert Mirkowski 
Keenan Wong 
Douglas Woolidge 
Yue Wu
Ann Zegarchuk

j Alva Orlando 
j Patrizia Paniccia 
j Randolph Park 
j Patrick Peotto 

Kathryn Pirie 
Sergio Quibus 
David Rankine 
Wendy Ray 

j Rita Rea 
! Erna Redekopp 
| Leah Rodriguez 
j Stuart Roebuck 
l Lorna Ross 
| Elaine Rumanek 
j Allis Sawyer 

Diana Schell 
j Joey Schwartz 
j Valery Serebryanny 
j Hrair Shahinian 
| Ellena Shapira 
| James Schultz 
j Leigh Smardon 
I Suzanne Snook 
! Milanka Sokic 
l Michael Solitar 

Bruce Sparks 
Linda Stacey 
Dave Stamos 
Zaharoula Stiliadis 
Jenny Stranges 
D. Summers 
Suzanne Symonds 
Brian Tamblyn 
Marc Tannenbaum 
Frank Thiele 
Lori Thomson 

_C. Thurgood 
Sharon Tothill 
Lily Traurig 
Ellen Van Niekerk 
Mei Wong 
Elizabeth Wood 
Michael Woods 
William Young 
Daniel Zaretsky 
Paul Zunde

Allan Mendelsohn 
Gary Menger 
Marie Miller 
Norma Moffat 
Mona Moreau 
Shelley Mortin 
Stefan Mykytiuk 
Edward Nakon 
Lawson Oates 
Andriani Papadopoulou 
Sandra Parsons 
James Pasternak 
Nina Pollock 
Paul Quance 
Emilio Regina 
Susan Rochester 
Jeff Rose 
Joanne Rosen 
Shannon Seath 
Melissa Shaw 
Vicki Sheridan 
Richard Siegel 
Howard Silverman 
Mary Ann Simonetta 
George Sproat 
John Steele 
Trudy Stornebrink 
Michele Straka 
Stanley Stylianos 
Al-Karim Sunderji 
Pamela Thacker 
Catherine Thompson 
Eric Timm
Maria Truchan-Tataryn 
Dawn Urquhart 
Angelo Visconti 
Erie Vockeroth j
Diana Vorvis 
Debra Young

Year II
Wendy Adams 
Tommy Adler 
Wendy Alger 
Judith Amato 
Joe Arnone 
Lori Ashley 
Jeff Baba 
Mark Bauman 
Catherine Beaton 
Brenda Bobrowsky 
S. Bell
Edith Benchetrit 
David Berke 
Guylaine Bernier 
Anaheeta Bharucha 
Shelley Bloomberg 
Alison Bradshaw 
Janet Brandolini 
Eric Bresler 
Sheri Burton 
Ronald Cassar 
Debby Chan 
Becky Cheung 
Darren Climans 
David Cochrane 
Frances Cohen 
Nancy Cole 
John Cripps 
Dulcie D’Souza 
Sheelagh'Day 
Gianfranco De Mattéis 
Emily Di Trani 
James Dobson 
Ingrid Dresher 
Marc Dworsky 
Joan Eagan 
Rachel Ecob 
David Eisen 
Maria Evelyn 
George Eydt 
Helga Flickinger 
Elissa Freeman 
Linda Gavel •
Timothy George 
Marlene Gerskup 
Effie Ginzberg 
Stacy Goldstein 
Rosalyn Green 
Luc Grenon

Year V
Susan Boddaert 
Donna Bracewell 
Ellen Cohen 
Jean Ledrew 
Elizabeth Lundell 
Susan McMillan 
Catherine ScattergoodYear IV

Scot Adamson 
Joanne Badger 
Ronald Ballentine 
Michelle Bourgeois 
Randy Boychuck 
Laurie Boyle * 
Francine Brill 
Sharon Brooks 
Eduardo Canel 
David Carmichael 
Allan Clews 
Ella Collins 
Harriet Collins 
Rosie Colucci 
Walter Dekeseredy 
Andrea Doucet 
Patricia Downs 
Katherine Dumaresq 
Patrice Dutil 
Kevin Eakins 
Mary Earls 
Rita Flickinger 
Peter Fraser 
Sue Freireich 
Wendy Gallant 
Sharon Goldstein 
Barrie Gray 
Rhonda Greenberg 
Lynn Grittani 
Andrew Harris 
Cheryl Hermer 
Ronald Irwin 
Sally Kellar 
Yuri Kozhukh 
Norman Kung 
Michael Lallone 
Wai Lam 
Frederick Lash 
Cynthia Levine 
Jeanne Lowenstein 
David McCarthy 
Judith McKay*

Winter/Summer Session
j Tracy Austin 
i David Bransfield
j John Burry 

Hing Chan 
Moung-Yin Chan 
Yu Chan 
Raymond Clews 
Peta Coffeng 
Shawna Dempsey-Barr 
John Di Gregorio 
Kristine Ericson 
Deborah Gatti 
Mary Grattan Gielen 
Shari Halberstadt J 
Kostas Hatzilemonias 
Yin How j
Laurie Humphries 
Marvin Igelman 
Helen Kerr j
Lynn Kirwin j
Shuk Leung 1
Yet Lim i
Yen Low Sin |
Angelo Mariano §
Vito Mastrorillo 1
David McAdam I
Andrew McCreath 1
Luisa Nervo I
Lisa Nishimura J
Scot O’Grady 1
Jayesh Patel 1
Rita Pignataro-Bruno 1 
Dolores Ricketts I
Linda Solomon I
Jeffrey Streisfield 1
Yee Szeto 1
Patricia Teo I
John Thompson j
Ernest Wilkens J
Ray Yap I

Gjylena Nexhipi 
Brian O'Donnell
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Women Awareness ProgramDawn’s CYSF 
Typing Service Free

Self Defence 
For Women

112 Ross, Central Square

Every Wednesday 5 to 6:30ESS A YS 
RESUMES 
THESES Place: Stedman 107

Date: From October 20th 
till December 8thHours:

Mon-Thurs 8:30 am-9:00 pm 
Fri 8:30 am-4:30 pm

Sign up at CYSF office 
,(Any questions contact Judith Pilowsky-

Santos 667-2515.)
RESERVATION ACCEPTED 

BY PHONE

Women’s Awareness Program 
Judith Pilowsky-Santos 

Director of women’s affairs 
Presents:

LITERARY CONTEST
The Council of the York Student Federation and Canadian 

Women’s Studies has organized a literary contest. As a theme 
for the entries, any issue related to women is acceptable.

The manuscripts must be no longer than 2,000 words and 
all entries must be typed and double-spaced. The deadline for 
submissions is November 30th, 1982. '

The winner will receive a prize of $200 and $100 will be 
given for second place. The winning entries will be published 
in “The Canadian Studies Magazine.”

All submissions should be sent to CYSF in the Ross 
Room 105 Central Square (667-2515) or to 

Canadian Women Studies in Founders College, Room 204 
(667-3725).

Building,

CYSF CYSF CYSF CYSF

October 21. J 9*2 EweMbw 7
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Filmmaking trio experiencing commercial success

York student film anything but a well- kept secret
Paula Todd ment in their 2nd-year film class last 

year. “We had planned to enter it in 
the Super-8 International Film 
Festival," says Smith. But, acknow
ledges Van Ihinger, “We were 
surprised by its commercial 
success.” That is understandable 
given the enthusiastic response they 
are receiving.

They won second prize in the 
Super-8 Festival and The Best Kept 
Secret has caught the attention of 
educators, counsellors and social 
service groups. Their win at the 
prestigious Festival is the first time a 
York film has placed in the competi
tion. And in another first for 2nd- 
year York film students, Mobius 
International, a Canadian film 
company, will be distributing The 
Best Kept Secret. Mobius has already 
sold 13 prints with six copies being 
previewed in Canada and five in the 
U.S. The Ontario government 
purchased several copies during the 
summer and the Federal government 
is screening it in November.

The Best Kept Secret has also been 
accepted as an entry in the Canada 
Student Film Festival to be held in 
Montreal in mid-November.

Golden and his mother, Judith 
Golden, a leading Toronto incest 
therapist who acted as script 
consultant, will speak on the radio

station Q107 tomorrow, 11-12
They had been warned by their 

professor and other filmmakers 
about attempting such a bold topic, 
but those cautions have been long 
forgotten. “I’m happy to see that a 
film doesn't have to be just 
entertainment to win a prize,” says 
Golden. “Many people told me that 
the judges at the Super-8 Festival 
would shy away from the film 
because it was so daring."

But they were determined to make 
the film because, "We can use our 
film to teach and communicate and 
that is what is important," explains 
Smith. The film is a “trigger film”, 
jthat is used to spark discussion 
about the problem which is esti
mated to affect one in ten women.

“I’ve discovered how many of my 
friends were incest victims. And I am 
surprised by the number who feel 1 
understand what they went through 
because 1 made the film," said 
Golden. “After a screening, a 
woman told me the film had 
given her the courage to confront 
her husband and mother. She 
decided to get Counselling.”

To produce the film, the three 
formed Rhinestone Productions, 
and they plan to complete their third 
year in film study with another 
socially relevant film. “Rhinestone 
wants to make films that will do

arrangements that are springing up 
in Toronto warehouses, and Smith is 
dealing with robotics.

success, “This is another step in our 
film career,” says Van Ihinger. 
“University is like the barrel of a 

Despite their new films, they find shotgun we are travelling in.
time to promote The Best Kept Hopefully we will continue in the
Secret. Smith is making contacts in same direction."
Alberta, Golden in the U.S., and Van 
Ihinger is “checking into the 
possibilities in Vancouver.” But they 
haven’t been overhwhelmed by their tion.

“Film is, among other things, a 
medium of communication and 
while it is valid to communicate 
ideas or concepts that are 
humourous or frightening, I don’t 
think that realises its potential.”

Marshall Golden 
Director and co-writer of 

The Best Kept Secret

The final images flicker off the 
screen and the theatre is flooded 
with light; the audience seems 
agitated. There are tears streaming 
down the face of a woman sitting in 
the corner.

They’ve just seen a 10-minute film 
about incest called The Best Kept 
Secret. And their reaction is 
something the filmmakers are 
becoming increasingly familiar 
with.

“1 think it’s the boldness of the 
topic,” says Golden, who co-wrote 
the script, directed the film, and 
composed its musical score. “People 
realise their own vulnerability.”

It’s been a hectic summer for 
Golden, Kathy Smith, the 
cinematographer, and Alexander 
Van Ihinger who co-wrote the script 
and edited the film. They shot the 
film in Super-8 as the final assign-

Anyone interested in The Best Kept 
Secret can call Mobius International 
at 862-0255 for further informa-

Teenage Head blasts York 
eardrums at CYSF concert

somewhat refreshing. Sedgwick, aJoel Guthro
Teenage Head are travelling native of Cambellford, Ontario, met 
sideways, and soon will hit a decline. up with friends of friends here in
Their concert last Thursday in the Toronto to play bass in tms newiy
Vanier Dining Hall was anything but formed band. In fact, they had met
stimulating. “I don’t see how these only once before their debut, which
guys sell albums" charges one 
discontented rocker in the 
washroom. “Yeah,” says another,
“They want ten bucks, where do they second act, and then up again to 
think they are, the Gardens?” t 

Who knows where they are. their
contract with Attic records is over, Highjinx were keyed up after their
and if the demo tapes they just set, in contrast to Teenage Head,
recorded show promise, they may looking bored and distraught,
land a contract with an influential 
label. But 1 highly doubt it.

The sound was atrocious,
„ everything turned up to blend into.

people good, says Van Ihinger. It one of mushed wavelengths. Alright, ponders Sedgwick, “is like taking
would be ideal if people would count rock n’ roll should be loud, but your dreams, shooting them full of
on us as a source of information. please give us some separation. Even reality until it’s hardly appealing

Currently, the filmmakers are their stage presence is toned down; anymore.”
working with other students on Frankie Venom giving us animated Teenage Head hasn’t given up
individual projects. Golden is albeit stifled movements. their dreams. However, this belief
making a film about runaways in The opening act High Jinx, that they merit more recognition
downtown Toronto, Van Ihinger is featuring John Sedgwick of Bethune than they have received seems to be
investigating the group living

was short, but surprisingly tight. 
They were fortunate that the sound 
was well mixed for them. Later,

incoherency for Teenage Head. 
Backstage, the members of

Perhaps the more than five years of 
hopping bars has frustrated them 
and undermined their momentum. 

“Working at rock n’ roll,”

Studu Tours
I INTERNATIONAL LTD. 

WORLD TRAVEL SERVICE
70 Gerrard Street W., Toronto, Ontario M5G1N4

ARCHAEOLOGY MEXICO 
US NATURAL HISTORY 
ART/CULTURE OF JAVA & BALI 
YUCATAN ADVENTURE 
PHOTOGRAPHY IN PERU 
FOLKART/TEXTILES OF PERU 
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS (ECUADOR)
CHINA

$800 2wks 
$930 2wks 
$1270 3wks 
$1280 2wks 
$1780 2wks 
$1985 3wks 
$1990 2wks 

$3510 4wks

College was unpretentious and an inescapable condition.
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!FOR THESE AND OTHER FASCINATING 

SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS AROUND THE WORLD 
CONTACT STUDY TOURS NOW FOR OUR NEW 
BROCHURES.
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OCT. 28 8:30 P.M.
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Wêdnesday, October 27, 1982 

9:00 A M - 10:30 P.M
AUTOMOTIVE BUILDING - EXHIBITION PLACE 

DOOR PRIZE: Groceries for a Year
Value of Fifty-Two Hundred Dollars 

PRE-SCHOOLERS FREE

BURTON AUDITORIUM 
(FINE ARTS BUILDING) LICENSED

ADMISSION $2 00
T T C and GO TRAINS DIRECT TO DOOR Tickets on sale at:

522 Wilson Hts Blvd - 636-81661 
3580 Bathhurst -781-9918
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We have the WORLD’S FIRST 

3-D Video Game
SUB-ROCK 3-D 

Present this coupon at either 
locations and receive 6 tokens for $1.00 

Offer good until Nov. 4/82

TRUST TEXÀCO

GOOD PRODUCTS GOOD SERVICES GOOD PEOPLE
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Murray McLauchlan

7i

Solo performance at Burton
VM.M.: The nature of the recording 

and radio business in the States is 
such that there isn’t a whole lot of 
room for anything outside of the 
given parameters. They’ve tightened 
their line down to mega albums to 
support the industry--The emotional 
climate in Los Angeles sucks, it’s 
awful. If there was a way for people 
to wear a Lamborghin on their back 
they would. Sure, I’d like to have 
mammoth success in the States 
because that means mammoth 
dollars, which you can do an awful 
lot wi th--construct i ve or 
destructive. It’s your choice.
Excal: Are you glad you’re a 
Canadia'n?
M.M.: Yeah and so is Neil (Young), 
that occurs here.
Excal: What plans do you have for 
the future?
M.M.: The only long range plan in 
that respect, is to get better. And in 
the near future I have to get my ass 
out on the road, which is very, very

I Joel Guthro
I Murray McLaughlin’s new album, 
I Windows, has been out over three 
B weeks, and it offers new evidence
I to those who still think McLaughlin
I is a folk artist. Happiness, his new
I single, is funk and Get out you gun,
| the anti-Mark Chapman song is
I reggae with other tunes offering
I McLaughlin’s talent at piano and
I synthesizer. Excalibur's Joel Guthro
I and Brian Hayes talked to
J McLaughlin who will play at York

next Thursday, October 28th at 
! Burton.

Excalibur: You’re going to play solo 
here at York. What instruments will 

! you bring along?
; _ McLaughlan: Just various toys, but 

essentially it’s an acoustic guitar and 
! depending on the stage piano we may 

bring in a CP-80 electric piano. 
Excal: In your song “I Hate Your 
Gun” it sounds like you’re perturbed 
by Lennon’s assasination.
M.M.: I would think that’s an 
understatement.
Excal: Do you believe in capital 
punishment?
M.M.: No, I don’t support capital 
punishment nor would I avocate it in 
a song.
Excal: But. the fact that Chapman 
could make some money...
M.M: I think that this song is the end 
result of a lot of thought I’ve put into 
it. What is the purpose of the legal 
system? Is it punitive, rehabilitative, 
is it for society to take revenge? Find 
out first what the terms are, then go 
look at what people get away with, 
picking up a gun, blowing away 
someone famous, copping an in
sanity plea, then writing their 
memoirs. There’s a lot of anger on 
my part. I don’t mention any names, 
but he can go fuck off and be 
anonymous and croak for all I care, 
but we’re not going to kill you. 
Excal: You grew up in Toronto didn’t 
you?
M.M.: Toronto sort of grew up to 
where we moved to. Buses stopped at

Eglinton so we were basically living 
in a field. I came-downtown for high 
school at Central Tech, which was a 
big changeai- -
Excal: Whit would you say is your 
essential album, if you wanted to 
give an idea of how you play?
M.M.: I’d say listen to Windows and 
Whispering Rain, because 
Whispering Rain was the first album 
where I caught certain aspects of 
things as a writer, like dropping into 
the first person.
Excal: Like the song Born Again? 
M.M.: That song arose from the idea 
of blowing away the strictures of an 
image that had been wrongfully 
created for me, rather a confining 
one at that; sort of a sucolic 
bumpkin. I don’t necessarily play on 
acoustic guitar or work as a folk 
singer who plays a harmonica. I like 
to do that, but not all the time; it can 
be extremely restricting.
Excal: Do you care about American 
Coverage?

v
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Canadian singer, Murray McLauchlan, has just released a 
new album. He will be at Burton October 28th.

important. Guys like Mick Jagger 
Excal: How is that?

would admit that. The band really 
begins to suck if you don’t get any 
feedback. How do know if the songs 
work if people either don’t throw 
tuna fish at you or applaud?
Excal: You’ll see York’s reaction

M.M.: I think that they all feel 
terribly wronged by the attitude, 
referring to Neil or Joni or even the 
major television writers. They feel 
kind of out of joint about the October 28th, and I hope they don’t 
attitude their departure and success bring hot dogs.

Now
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9 4York Cabaret 
has a success
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- -L ABrian Mitchell
How much is a banana these days? 
About twelve cents? Whatever it is, 
that’s what it cost to stage last 
Saturday night’s Cabaret in the 
Vanier Grad Lounge. There were no 
other expenses as far as I could see, 
and that was the only prop. Which 
just goes to show you that the best 
things in life are still free-or 
relatively inexpensive, anyway.

The Cabaret, written and directed 
by Rob Berry, was the first of this 
season by York Cabaret-and if the 
opening kick-off is any indication of 
how a season will go, we should be in 
for a fairly good one. There seemed 
to be a “rightness” about 
everything-the space, the cast, the 
timing. All this led to an atmosphere 
that was warm and comfortable, 
informal--and free! Even the coffee 
and cakes were on the house.

The show-opened with a stand-up 
comic named Lou. He was a Jew. His 
suit was blue. And he made a lot of 
other jokes that were much better 
than that. Sometimes he had the 
audience pounding on the tables.

The writing covered a fairly wide 
range of subjects and situations- 
from politics to personal problems, 
from school to radio and television- 
and for the most part, it came off 
quite well. There tended to be a lack 
of crispness in spots, and at times 
the skits seemed to drag but it was 
never long before they redeemed 
themselves. As well, there were some 
good ideas that would have worked 
better if they’d been more polished, 
but considering the limited time and 
budget Berry had-next to zilch-he 
really did an admirable job.
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' Entertainment
A triumph for York music professor

*

Dynamic Canadian Dancers thrive on a varied diet
W. Hurst
A York University music teacher and 
a Montreal choreographer have 
created the most exciting dance ever 
shown by a Canadian ballet company 
at the O’Keefe Centre.

The work, Tellurian, was commis
sioned by Les Grands Ballets 
Canadiens and highlighted the 
company’s Toronto appearances last 
week.

Composer Phillip Werren has 
collaborated so well with Linda 
Rabin that his electronic 
meshes completely with Rabin’s 
modern choreography,

When a wedge of men and women 
invade the stage, the shape dissolves 
in response to the dissolution of the 
musical phrase--the music has 
inspired the movement. Elsewhere in 
the piece, the score is the aural

completion of three waves of bodies.
These bodies emanate a pulsating 
flow that seems translated into the 
score.

Relaxing their bodies the dancers g 
roll and arch in a constant flow. jS 
Tellurian moves like steady, healthy £Y* 
breathing. Rabin’s choreography qM 
seems to continue even when the 
dancers have exited. Werren’s score 
has the same unending quality-the £
steady pulse doesn’t stop; it only 
escapes attention for a short time.

The ballet fundamentalism of
Scherzo Capriccioso followed Tel- _________________ ___________
lurian, displaying more than just a Les Grands Ballets Canadiens perform Concerto Barocco at the O’Keefe 
contrast in styles. Scherzo exempli
fies how clumsy conventional "ballet Annette Av Paul salvaged her smile
can but not her poise. Hynd has another

Choreographer Ronald Hynd has ballerina wake up nine men, strewn 
a ballerina, complete with tiara. about the stage. She meanders from 
tossed between two attendant men. man to man, tapping them on the

shoulder.

jVrl -p*
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score

year-old curiosity. Even when the 
choreography is poor, the perfor
mance is usually excellent. Brian 
Macdonald’s Etapes, a structure 
without substance, gets the requisite 
raw power, especially from Rey 
Dizon. Dizon moves so dynamically 
that the dance is almost exciting.

Les Grands adds to their repertory 
constantly. James Kudelka’s GeHesis 
is the most interesting after Tel
lurian.

Perhaps this constant change of 
repertory is what keeps Les Grands 
Ballets Canadiens so unique among 
the large ballet companies in 
Canada. They are certainly die most 
exciting.

grammes in Toronto. Of eight 
dances, five were Toronto premieres. 
The dancers provide most works 
with great energy and an acute sense 
of style.

Unfortunately, Jerilyn Dana, in a 
lead role, danced with efficiency but 
she held her body with distain rather 
than distinction. The other lead, 
Andrea Davidson, provided more 
than technical bravura. At ease with 
the finite movement, Davidson 
projected a pleasurable commitment 
to performance. This is a quality 
most dancers of Les Grands share.

Given the proper, spare lyricism, 
Soaring becomes more than a 40-

As if they are uncomfortable, the 
dancers miss cues and ignore the 
rhythms of the score.

Conversely, Concerto Barocco, on 
the same programme, is excellent 
ballet, with simple but not simple- 
minded choreography by George 
Balanchine. The performance was 
accurate but not stale, although the 
dance is more than 40 years old.

The company showed two pro-

SAVE UP TO

BOOK SALE
40% '

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25Th Rocky and the Good Ole BoysON SELECTED

First Blood needs more than muscleTO
TITLES

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29th Marshall Golden sweat, but ridiculously light on 
Many major movie actors have a plot. It is amazing that Stallone
close-up clause in their contract. For has managed to rewrite the same
a certain percentage of screen time, character into the same boxing
this guarantees that the audience movie three times, but this
will be blessed with the pearly whites adaptation of ‘Tricep man meets the
and baby blues that are four stories forces of evil’ is even more amazing,
high. Sylvester Stallone must-have a This time it’s ‘Rocky in the Forest’
“bicep clause” in his. First Blood, and a film that may challenge Bullit
which opens Oct. 22, is just another for moviedom’s longest-chase-
in a series of Stallone ‘flesh’ movies, scene-ever.
heavy on pectorals, and manly

National Guard and Army Reserves 
with some old-fashioned guerilla 
warfare. They chase and he kills, 
they chase and he hides, they chase 
some more and he kills some more. 
Stallone has only 5 minutes of 
dialouge in the entire film--but who 
needs to talk when you have his 
physique, right? Wrong.

The film’s ending is just as 
shallow and typically Hollywood as 
the rest of the film; not much to say, 
but lots of ways in which to say it.

First Blood was directed by Ted 
Kotcheff, who is continuing his slide 
down the scale of filmic quality. He 
was at his best with his first film. 
The Apprenticeship of Duddy 
Kravitz. His next project, the fairly 
humorous Fun with Dick and Jane 
was followed by the not-at-all 
humourous North Dallas Forty. 
Kotcheff, born in Toronto, is not a 
bad director, it’s just that the 
standard for the scripts he accepts is 
steadily declining.

The fact that Kotcheff is a 
Canadian is representative of one 
final disturbing aspect of First 
Blood. Canadian cinema is selling 
out to Hollywood. No acknowledge
ment is given to Canada in this film 
at all; although it was directed by a 
Canadian and filmed entirely in 
Canada. Once again for the cameras, 
smalltown Canada is tranformed 
into smalltown U.S.A. Why does 
Hollywood and its Canadian 
proteges continually ignore the 
existence of Canada? On second 
thought, however, let Hollywood 
take credit for First Blood-it wopld 
be credit where credit is due.

AT

YORK CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

In First Blood, Stallone plays 
■ John Rambo, a green beret Vietnam 
1 vet who’s “the best there is”. 

Rambo, fresh out of Napalm city, 
is wondering aimlessly around the 
mountainous countryside for 
reasons that are never clarified. He 

! happens across the small town of 
Hope U.S.A. where he is politely 
escorted out of town by Hope’s small 
town police chief (who, weighing 
in at 260 lbs. .isn't small at 
all J he is told that “his type just ain’t 
welcome round here.” And what 
does our causeless rebel do but turn 
around and head right back for some 
fun. He is promptly ârrested for 
vagrancy and when the good ole boys 
down at the station decide to have 
some good ole smalltown fun at his 
expense, he decides he’s back in 
‘Nam and punches the good ole 
lights out of six skulls at once. 
Rambo next makes his break for 
freedom (I was making my break for 
more popcorn) and it just 
stops. The bruised and angry cops 
chase him on motorcycle, through 
water and into the forest where 
Rambo is in his element.” Believing 
that he is back in the jungle Rambo 
takes on the entire police force,

TREAT YOURSELF, FAMILY & FRIENDS TO A SOUVLAKI DINNER — BUY ONE St GET ONE FREE! 
Spcdal Good Only After 5.-00 p m. With Presentation of This Ad. Offer Expires November 30. 1982
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a
Souvlaki ‘n’ Burger Restaurant

BREAKFAST Soon licensed under L.L.B.O. Warm Up to OUT daily
Home-Made Soup

$1.00

SPECIAL
2 Eggs,

Bacon or Ham, 
Home Fries, 

Toast & Coffee 
$2.25

Our Specialty is Souvlaki

LUNCH SPECIALS
Hamburger with fries------ ------$2.00

$3.98 
$3.45 
$3.50

Steak on Kaiser*---------
Roast Beef on Kaiser-----
Salad Bar and Soup---------

add to your enjoyment 
with our home made 

Apple or Cherry Pie $1.00 
with cream $1.50

never

6:00 A M. to 11:00 A M.
Special good only with 
presentation of this ad.

You’ll love
Souvlaki on a Bun
Juicy pieces of pork 
dripping with our 

home-made garlic 
served on a sesame seed bun

$2.75

Try our delicious 
• Souvlaki Plate 

Tender pieces of pork 
marinated in light spices, 
topped with Satjiki sauce, 
served with Greek salad, 

French fries, rice and 
garlic bread.

sauce
Step up to our delicious 

freshly cut
Roast Beef on a Kaiser

with B.B.Q. sauce.
$2.95

>
$4.95 ft4

TÎ %SWe are open at 7KM) a.m. to 10 p.m. 
closed on Sundays 
For pickup order 
phone 665-7160
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Boccaccio's Decameron

ACAREER 
AS A CHARTERED 

ACCOUNTANT
Bawdy tales battle reality blues
W. Hurst
Alex Hausvater plans to direct 
Hamlet as a house-party with the 
piano-playing host as the tragic 
prince because Hausvater likes to 
give classical plays unclassical JSi 
productions. y

To Toronto’s Bathurst Theatre, ►^( 
Hausvater brings his version of 
Boccaccio’s Decameron: Franco
phone actors use English to portray 
Italian actors who must perform in | 
German for their Nazi captors. k

The original Decameron, from the 12 
14th century, is a collection of fj 
sometimes bawdy tales that were fg 
told to avoid reality; ’reality’ was the pi 
plague in medieval Italy.

Hausvater has directed a rather Ijg 
traditional Decameron for the 11 
Italian stage. While researching for 11 
that production, he learned of actors ■! 
who performed traditional plays. If 
like Decameron, throughout Italy, 
until 1939. In that year, being 
thought socialist, the troupe 
arrested by the fascists and disap
peared into concentration camps.

A story to tell
This disappearance is the starting 

point for Hausvater’s current 
production. He asks, “What hap
pened to the actor, who had a story 
to tell? The story becomes his means 
of survival.”

Despite the setting, Hausvater is 
adamant that this Decameron “has 
nothing to do with concentration 
camps, absolutely nothing,” except 
allegorically. The actors are engulfed 
in horror, much like the plague but 
theirs is man-made. Therefore, 
attempts to avoid reality are similar.
Perhaps more importantly, the 
concentration camp may be more 
emotionally immediate than a 
medieval plague.

Ironically, Hausvater insists that 
“it’s a most amusing show” and he 
worries that an audience may vibt 
laugh, although he and the actors 
work for more than laughs. His 
favourite reaction is one where 
“there’s a roar of laughter and then 
absolute silence, with no intellectual 
transition of any kind.”

/
</sr*v Today, the chartered accountant is a valued 

business advisor. Inflation, intricate tax 
laws, new corporate legislation, and the fast 
pace of decision-making, challenge the CA 
to use his or her skills to the fullest Clarkson 
Gordon, with 21 offices across Canada, 
employs more university graduates training 
as CAs than any other accounting firm. As 
a member firm of Arthur Young International, 
with operations in 70 countries, we are 
global in scope. Discuss career opportuni
ties with Clarkson Gordon representatives 
on campus

. m.Iffr

Ns ■"
'W* i However, this is a man who relies 

on his intellect to support his 
unconventional approach to produc
tion. To explain casting actors who 
speak little English, Hausvater says 
that “the French actor’s struggle to 
find the work or sound becomes the 
struggle of the actor in Decameron.”

Alex Hausvater may be right, if it 
all works-actors as actors, comedy 
in hell, language as dramatic tool. 
Perhaps he wants to get past the 
conventional viewpoint that holds 
back an audience from what Haus
vater calls the ’magic’ of theatre. 
After all, the play’s the thing.

x\
, *.

Nov. 18.

Arrangements should be made through 
your Student Placement Office prior to 
Nov. 5.\ill

was
• /

ill
Ûy Boccaccio’s Decameron 

f » Bathurst Street Theatre 
|| 736 Bathurst St.

* m Oct. 20 - limited 
—■ Student inquiries 595-5088. A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOUNG INTERNATIONAL

run.
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AA Beckett play 
for his theatre " -mi? .

Iff \ mÜ
% '

If ! .. :Brian Mitchell
This week, for the first time in the 
history of the Samuel Beckett 
Theatre here at Stong College, major 
works of Beckett will be staged. 
“This’ll be the first time any of his 
major works have ever been 
presented there,” said Mark 
Hudson, producer of the Mini 
Festival called Beckett at Beckett 
through which the works will 
appear.

The festival will include two of 
Beckett’s most well-known plays. 
Waiting for Godot, directed by 
Robert A Holmes, and Endgame, 
directed by Brian Scott.

“When the theatre opened, only 
three of Beckett’s short works 
done, and since then, there’s really 
been nothing,” Hudson said. 
“There are so many courses that use 
(works by) Beckett.” he added, “that 
it seems fairly ironic we wouldn’t be 
using the theatre we named after 
him to do more of his stuff."

The productions are intended to 
allow people to see the works of 
Beckett in a specifically theatrical 
light. It will be the first chance for 
many to approach his works without 
the usual obligatory classroom 
overtones. Hudson is quick to point 
out that “the atmosphere at the 
theatre is very complimentary to 
Beckett’s work. There’s a certain 
intimacy and rapport there."

Apparently, permission to 
the theatre after Beckett 
directly from the playwright. The 
letter from Beckett granting that 
permission will be on display 
throughout the festival which will 
run Tuesday Oct. 19 through 
Saturday Oct. 23.
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F Forgive me, Father,
for I have sinned.

I have killed for my Country, 
I have stolen for my Church, 

I have loved a woman,
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and I am a Priest.
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Take a chance 
at Casino York!

York athletes win 
Commonwealth kudos

hot dog, five gambling chips 
and a chance at the door 
prize. Tickets sold at the door 
are $1 each and do not 
include chips. Your winning 
chips can be traded in on 
goods ranging from toasters 
to teddy bears or can be 
exchanged for raffle tickets 
on a wide variety of items. For 
each $ 1 donation you receive 
for additional gambling 
chips and a better chance at 
the prizes.

But Casino York repre
sents more than an 
opportunity to exercise the 
capricious nature of chance 
and probability. The event 
will also feature clieap food 
and drink and musical 
entertainment by the 
Cadillac Blues Band and the

Take a chance at CasinoYork 
on October 28! Alicket to the 
biggest fund-raising event of 
the year could mean a free 
trip with a specialAirCanada 
door prize of two return 
tickets to any of the airline’s 
destinations. American 
Express has raised the stakes 
by donating $500 U.S. 
spending money in traveller’s 
cheques. To be eligible for 
this door prize, tickets must 
be placed in the raffle drum 
on the day of the event.

From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
McLaughlin and Winters 
college halls will be the centre 
of action with more than 45 
casino games and televised 
horse races.

The low $2 advance 
admission price includes a

4x100 relay team.
Relay member Molly 

Killingbeck was in on Canada’s 
gold and silver medals and she 
was sixth in her 400m final.

Sprinters Tbny Sharpe and 
Desai Williams combined their 
efforts to help Canada to a 
4x100m relay silver. They both 
had top 10 placings in the 100m 
and 200m sprint finals.

Rob Grey won a silver medal 
in the discus while Eric Spence 
rounded out York’s contribu
tion with a seventh place finish in 
the 400m hurdles.

Charlie Francis was coach of 
the sprint team at the Games; 
he’s also on staff at York as 
Yeomen and Yeowomen sprint 
coach.

Also in Australia, York’s top 
gymnasts Dan Gaudet and 
Frank Nutzenburger along with 
York coach Maasaki Naosaki 
were part of the Canadian team 
which took a gold medal at the 
Commonwealth Invitational 
(gymnastics is not a Common
wealth Games sport). Gaudet 
and Nutzenburger led the way 
with first and second place 
individual finishes.

Seven York University 
student-athletes wrapped up 
top honours for Canada in 
track and field events, 

. including four gold medals, 
six silver and a bronze, at the 
Commonwealth Games held 
in Brisbane, Australia, 
October 1 to 9. In addition, 
two' York gymnasts helped 
Canada to a gold medal at the 
Commonwealth Gymnastics 
Invitational, heldjust priorto 
the Games.

This is an outstanding 
achievement for one university, 
said Dave Smith, coordinator of 
administrative services, 
Department of Physical 
Education and Athletics.

World-class sprinter Angella 
Taylor led the Canadian team 
with gold and bronze medals in 
the 100 and 200 metre events, 
setting a Commonwealth record 
in her gold 100m victory. She 
also helped the relay team to 
gold and silver medals in the 
4x400 and 4x100 events.

Mark McKoy captured a gold 
and set a Games record in the 
110m hurdles; his tijne now 
ranks fifth in the world. He also 
was a member of the silver medal

v e
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Steve Bright Quartet - made 
up of members of the York 
community. This is only one 
example of the concerted 
effort brought together for 
this event by York staff, 
students and faculty. More 
than 100 volunteers have 
already signed up to work at 
Casino York. If you want to 
get involved contact Penny 
Jolliffe at 667-344 1 or 
Yvonne Aziz at 667-223 1.

Mellon scholarships to be awarded 
for studies in the humanities

\
The Mellon Foundation will 
make awards this year to 125 
students from the United States 
and Canada for PhD studies in 
humanities. Each award consists 
of $7,000 per year in U.S. funds 
plus fees, and may be applied at 
any university in Canada or the 
U.S. Students must be 
nominated by a member of the 
faculty to be eligible. Nominees 
must be citizens of Canada or the 
U.S. and must be in the final year 
of an honours program, or have 
graduated within the past three 
to five years.

The purpose of these awards

is to attract outstanding students 
who otherwise would not pursue 
graduate study in humanities, in 
order to ensure an adequate 
supply of qualified faculty in the 
universities during the 1990s.

Professor Christopher Innés 
of the English Department, 
Faculty of Arts, is York’s 
representative for the Mellon 
Foundation Fellowship in the 
Humanities. Nominees should 
be brilliant students, he stresses, 
but this does not necessarily 
mean that their grades must be 
all As. There will be an emphasis 
on potential, promise, and

breadth of interest, and 
references will be heavily 
weighed.

It is not necessary to have 
done undergraduate work in the 
humanities - in fact nominations 
are welcome of people who 
would not otherwise pursue 
studies in the humanities.

To nominate a student, 
faculty member should send a 
brief letter stating the applicant’s 
name, address, and the name of 
the institution where he or she is 
enrolled (or graduated), to: 
Professor John H. D’Arms, 
Department of Classical Studies, 
2014 Angell Hall, University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48109, U.S. A.

Nominations must be received 
there by November 5. 
Application forms and further 
information will then be sent to 
the nominees. For further 
information, contact Prbf. 
Innés, 249 Winters College, 
telephone 667-3457.

York/U. of York 
= exchange established

The British and Canadian 
governments permit participants 
to pay local, rather than non
resident, fees, at a savings of over 
$5,000 for each student. Stu
dents selected for the exchange 
will receive a scholarship to 
cover costs of transportation 
and fees and pay their own living 
expenses.

Prof. Logan notes that .the 
University of York is also very 
keen to arrange exchanges of 
faculty. Students and faculty 
interested in the University of 
York may contact him at 667- 
2445.

The long-standing relationship 
between York University and the 
University of York in England 
has been formalized by an 
exchange program announced 
recently by President Macdon
ald. This year two students from 
York are studying there and five 
York students will travel there 
for the 1983 academic,year.

The universities were both 
founded in the early 1960s with 
similar aspirations, and even 
similar college systems, 
according to biology professor 
David Logan, who coordinates 

» the exchange program.

IN MEMORIAM

The Honourable $

Four York students granted 
parliamentary internships

I 4W
JOHN P. ROBARTS i

P.C., C.C., Q.C., LL.D., D.C.L.
Philippe Baillargeon, a 1982 
history graduate from Glendon, 
is gaining first-hand experience 
in the federal government this 
fall as one of ten parliamentary 
interns.

The program, administered by 
the Canadian Political Science 
Association, gives backbench 
members of parliament the 
expertise of Canada’s top 
university graduates, chosen for 
academic excellence and their 
interest in government.

Three other York students 
have been selected for the 
Ontario Legislature Internships 
by the Canadian Political

Association. They are Jeffrey 
Canning, a York MBA student 
who graduated from the 
honours program in political 
science and law and society; 
Judith Mulholland, a master’s 
student in political science; and 
Christine Peringer, a student at 
Osgoode Hall Law School.

interested in the provincial 
program should contact Prof. 
Fred Fletcher at York in Ross 
S622, or call 667-2552.

Other recent award winners 
are Michael Burke, an 
economics graduate from York, 
who is studying for a joint MBA 
and law degree with the help of a 
Gulf Canada Ltd. Fellowship 
Scholarship, one of ten awarded 
nationally.

Th-eophilus Adrian P. 
Redhead has been awarded a 

Parliamentary Internship $500 prize from the Toronto 
Program, Carleton University, Association of Business 
Ottawa, K1S 5B6. The 
application deadline for next 
year is January 1, 1983. Those

1
John Robarts was Minister of j 
Education at the time of York!
University’s foundation. His last responsibility of the University: 
public office was the Chancellor- to equip the young and 
ship of York University. He had increasing number of older 
been the founding Chairman of students for new responsibilities, 
the Osgoode Excellence Cam- As he liked to say of Convoca- 
paign and was the Honorary lions: “There are only winners 
Chairman of the York Fund, our here." The University owes 
current campaign. For him, much to his vision and his 
Convocation was a time of abiding support, 
particular happiness. It repre- H. Ian Macdonald 
sentVi so well a principal President and Vice-Chancellor

an

Anyone interested in applying 
to the federal government 
internship program should write 
to Robert Jackson, Director,

Economists. The TABE Award 
is given to an outstanding MA 
student in economics.
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Gilbert stuns with poetic pyrotechnics •••

-: i1
Fausto Bedoya
On Thursday October 14th, 
Vancover poet, 
unleashed

Gilbert dropped his hysterical sales with the western front, and one of an 
pitch for a revolution that will teach elite vanguard of Canadian artisans,
us to walk and talk in ways we never Gerry Gilbert delivers his message
dreamed of. Gilbert warps words, with mind-numbing speed, 
mangles language and re-shapes 
thoughts. A leading agent in the west 
coast underground, collaborateur

machine-gun staccato delivery 
blasted nuclear war, the Cuban 

Gerry Gilbert, missile crisis, third world 
a dazzling barrage of oppression, upemployment, whisky, 

poetry onto an unsuspecting cigarettes and frivolous sexuality 
audience in the central foyer of York Making bombing-raids on several 
University s Ross Building. Gilbert’s continents almost simultaneously,

!T*v

?»
j

“I dreamt that we defused the cold 
by everybody surrounding 

everybody,/ and everybody 
surrendering to everybody else.”

Wrinkles betray his age. His blue 
eyes flash as he poses, gesticulates, 
turns phrases, spins a web of 
nightmare truths and quirky lies, “1 
felt like a moth being rolled into a 
cigarette...Hollywood ate Marx..The 

The works of these four artists mountain ate Mohammed...the
moth flies out of my mouth...”

Currently, Gilbert is seeking a
publisher for his latest book Moby phone call and soon-to-be-classic

line. Hi Gerry, this is Thelma...” 
Thelma, whom he hadn’t heard from 
since grade eight. Thelma, who now 
wanted to know where he had been 
for the last thirty-seven years.

Gerry Gilbert’s work and 
performances warn, frighten, teach 
and entertain us. 1984 is rapidly 
approaching. Gerry Gilbert doesn’t 
want us to fall off the edge of 
history.

*
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rBearded Men
-o

Artists have unusual approach OB
o
u>

litJ. Brett Abbey
The world of Art has no limits. Often 
an artist will attempt to stretch his^ 
imagination far beyond his tradi
tional capacity for creativity, in the 
hopes that someting new and unique 
will emerge from his fingertips.

Bearded Men, an art exhibit 
scheduled to open this weekend, Oct 
2^24 is one such example. Com
prised of works by Toronto-based 
artists Joe Muscat, Paul Walty, 
Chris Temple and David McCly- 
ment, the exhibition demonstrates 
different approaches to the world of 
representational painting.

Basically, the only similarity that 
exists between these four men is 
their common approval of facial hair 
neatly packaged into beards. These 
four have been together for two

myears, meeting once a week and selling that normally exist in the 
attempting to create a ‘personal gallery setting.” 
link’. According to Muscat, “It is 
refreshing to meet and discuss each display many ideas and much of 
other’s work, and in a way recharge what is said is significant. Walty 
each of our batteries. The trust we believes, “People have a self- 
have developed in each other destruct idiom in the games they 
ultimately sensitizes our awreness in play- Games are basically masquer- 
human relations.” ades for human existence, and deny

The exhibition will be presented in us the responsibility to take charge 
a large privately-owned house rather of ourselves.” We eventually ‘pass 
than in the traditional gallery the buck’ and allow others to think 
setting. The reasons for this, in our place." 
according to Walty, is simple: , The exhibition will take place at 
“We’re ready to show our work and 32 St. Georges Rd. in the Royal York 
have it tested under fire, and refrain Road and Bloor St. area, from 12-5 
from the pressures involved with p m.

mt ‘vo
- * -cF a.

Vancouver’s Gerry Gilbert

Jane, an epic quest for the perfect 
women. Gilbert explained that the 
work, which represents five years of 
concentrated effort, is not in ironic 
reference to Melville's masterpiece. 
“My mother’s father's only name 
was Herman, he was named after 
Herman Melville,” states Gilbert. 
The novel-length collection of 
poems ends in a final resolve with a

IL, Toronto’s l op Rock Club 
PRO IDLY

FOUNDERS 
COLLEGE 

ART GALLERY
THE COUNSELLING 

AND
DEVELOPMENT

CENTRE
oilers

Personal Counselling 
Group Counselling 

Learning Skills 
Sell-Management Programs 

Relaxation Training 
Consultation 

Room 145 Behavioural 
Sciences Bldg. 667-2304 

also
Career Centre

N105 Ross 667-2518
Centre for handicapped 

Students, 135 Behavioural 
Sciences Bldg. 667-3312

PRESENTS
Oct. 21, 22, 23.

ISI

CINEMA
FACE

NOW ACCEPTING 
APLICATIONS 
FOR EXHIBITS 
CONTACT THE 

DIRECTOR 
G. MacGregor

\
Oct. 25 - 27—Lennex

No cover charge Mondays. >
Naughty Nighty Night Wednesdays

at
CAMP DIRECTOR for
Jewish summer camp. 
Full time employment 
during summer months 
and part time remaind
er of y‘e a r. \ T h e 
successful candidate 
should have strong 
Zionist and Judiac 
background, love camp 
and possess adminis
trative skills. Submit 
resume by Nov. 1 to 
Camp Shalom, 788 
Marlee Ave., Toronto, 
M6B 3KI

663-5853 or 667-2208

HOLIDAY INN 
YORKDALE

Now Featuring

IËS CELEBRATION
Monday Oct. 18—Saturday Oct. 23
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Get a head start 
in management■■■■■■■■

i You’ll be Home 
■ for CHRISTMAS »
H with a low-cost TRAVEL CUTS 6 

flight!

VANCOUVER *339

I |
J EDMONTON $299 

^ HALIFAX $189

1 **TRAVEL I
| Tburttity'fr* CUIS 2

«St

With a Masters degree in Business Administration from 
Canada’s largest graduate management school at York, 
opportunities for advancement in professional manage^ 
ment are opened up to you.
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Let’s talk about it! • <> fA ■

/•>
^ •' i

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27 
anytime from 12 noon to 1:30 p^n. 
in Room 038/039 Administrative 
Studies Bldg.

4

Ai
Cover charge Friday & Saturday 

Saturday Ladies Night
Holiday Inn Toronto - Yorkdale 

Dufferin St. & Hwy. 401 
789-5161

| Or contact: Student Affairs Office, Faculty of
Administrative Studies, York University 
Downsview (Toronto), Ontario M3J 2R6! 
Telephone (416) 667-2532

The travel company çf CFS
TRAVEL CUTSTORONTO 

U of T. 44 St. George St
416 979-2406
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Bin improvement from Tier l,Yeowomen tie Blues
SI r . , . . »„ r„ielnh Machine then steamrolled to a 4-0 nation also struck again in a 4-0

the Yeowomen braved the freezing in.uuelph. M r;ii <- Miller
Si* r wparhpr and bitine winds to In their first game against Queens, victory over McGill. Sue Miller
c ■ u -,u rd nf fhrpp wins a goal by Laura Branchaud and a scored one goal and Laurie Lambert
finish up with a record of three ^ , stroked Laurie Lambert led accounted for the others on penalty tourney came when York faced their
and one tie-a va*^ ,ll"Pro''e]n? .. York to a 2-0 win. The Red & White strokes. The Miller-Lambert combi- old nemesis, the U of T Lady Blues,
over their 1-1-2 record at Parti held rorKioa^uwin The match may have ended in a tie.

but the score had different consta
tions for both teams. For U of T, 
after the 8-0 thrashing they gave 
York two weeks ago at the OWIAA 
Part 1, the game was a bitter defeat. 
On the other hand, the hard-fought 
battle was sweet victory for the York 
Yeowomen. Head Coach Marina 
Van der Merwe was extremely 
pleased with York’s play. “They’ve 
made a tremendous improvement 
since the last time they played U of T. 
I’m very excited about the fact that 
11 players gave it everything they 
had for 70 minutes. It was a real 
effort on everybody’s part.’’

The first half saw both teams play 
fairly evenly, each getting numerous 
chances to score. But at the 32- 
minute mark, U of T broke the 
scoreless tie and went ahead 1-0. 
However, at the beginning of the 
second half of the game, the 
Yeowomen charged out onto the 
field with a renewed sense of energy, 
determined to even the score. “We 
had to pressure them,” said four- 
year veteran Laura Branchaud. We 
weren’t going to give them anything 
to get going.”

1-

Yeowomen defeat over Guelph.Elissa Freeman
• Guts, grit and determination. That’s 

what the Yeowomen Field Hockey 
Team displayed during Homecoming 
Weekend.

However, the highlight of the

“U of T beats Trent last week 2-1, and we go out and bomb Trent 7-0.1 
think we have the best team in the league and this week we come up with 
this,” said soccer Coach Norman Grandies.
“But how can you have the best team in the league and still get knocked 

out of the playoffs?” I asked.
“Exactly-it’s very hard to swallow. We do have a good team, and a lot 

of people know it. This thing is going to take some time.”
While it’s only Grandies’ first season, he does bring a history of 

tradition with him, having led the soccer Yeomen to York’s first and only 
CIAU crown back in ’78. As for Dave Pickett and the gridiron Yeomen, 
that “goal” of making the playoffs (something the Yeomen have never 
done and something Pic became a part of six years ago) has become 
increasingly elusive, rather than traditional.

The beer and sports van, topped with a seven-foot beer bottle, won the 
best float honours in my book. It took over a week of “hard labour” to 
complete it. A traditional winning team, however, may take some time 
longer to emerge.

rSPORTORIAL
Mark Zwol
Despite some bone-chilling winds and the teeth-chattering cold this 
weekend, the annual home-coming parade rolled into the south campus 
parking lot amid blanket-clad “huddlers” and scrambling photographers. 
Calumet, Vanier, Bethune-they were all represented and all followed the 
“best mix” in the business: beer and sports. .... ,,

There was plenty of action to go along with this theme : the 
traditional homecoming football game, a rivalry York-U of T soccer game, 
an “eat your dead” rugby game, and a two-day long field hockey 
tournament. There seemed to be enough traditional “flavour" in the air, 
but there was one basic ingredient needed to complete the festive mood- a
winning team. , ,

The gridiron Yeomen dropped a pivotal game to McMaster in front of 
some 1,500 supportive fans, some of whom made Excais front page last 
week. The Soccer Yeomen upheld another tradition: the continual 
dominance of U of T over York in the boisterous rivalry between the two 
schools.

\
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And pressure th“y did. The 

defense played superbly, constantly 
turning back the U of T attack. Van 
der Merwe credited defensive veter
an Mary Cicinelli with many key 
saves. Rookie Fiona Reid was also a 
standout. Her gutsy play kept the 
Lady Blue forwards in check for 
most of the game. “The rookies 
played extremely well, they really 
came through!” exclaimed Bran
chaud.

Branchaud also displayed some of 
her National Team talent by consist
ently keeping the ball in U of T’s end. 
However, it was another National 
Team player, Laurie Lambert, who 
came through with the tying goal. 
She capitalized on a penalty stroke, 
flicking a hard shot by the out
stretched arms of the opposing 
goalie. Lambert’s determination 
showed as she was able to single- 
handedly break through the Blues 
defense

.
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Too few Blue on the table.Too many men on the field.

This coupon entitles the 
bearer to a special 

discount of *5“ to *25**

Wish, Cut & Style (women) 
normally $20.00 value only $14.00 

Wash, Cut k Style (men) 
normally $15.00 value only $10.00 

“Feels So Lively" Perm (bid cut) 
normally $55.00 value only $30.00 

French Braiding
normally $20.00 value only $13.00 

Henna (comes In colours or In 
hist olain natural)normally MO OoLue only $10.00 

Hlghkghting or Streaking 
(tortoise shell or whatever you wish) 
normoKy $55 00 value only $30.00

Lins an* coupon par pwern pm me “
EspsnAeiSll. 1*3

YORK_____________ ___________

*'
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Time for more Blue.Time out
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Yeomen loose 
pivotal game

exclaims Lambert. However, her glory was short-lived, as Lambert 18, 
was cut from the team, which consisted of older, more experienced 
players.

In 1980, Lambert finally hit her stride and became a member of the 
National Team. This year they travelled to Edinbourough, Scotland, 
where she scored a goal in a 5-0 rout of West Germany. Canada also 
emerged with a gold medal from that tournament.

To improve her field hockey skills and, keep in shape she hopes this 
year’s National Team, Lambert does a lot of training on her own. She 
spends hours practising basic skills, such as hitting a ball against a target 
on a wall. Such self-discipline certainly pays off in her field play. “Laurie is 
a play-maker and demonstrates an unexpected explosiveness which makes 
her a surprise element. She’s a ‘sleeper’ in that she’s not highly noticeable. 
The opposition often doesn’t see her as a formidable player-but out on 
the field she’s very, very dangerous,” asserts Van der Merwe.

Offensive and defensive versatility
Lambert entered York in 1980 and was a major factor, along with 

Sheila Forshawe, in the team’s 1981 OWIAA Championship victory. 
Even though the level of university play is almost the 
international play. Lambert has a different roll on each team. She plays 
defense on the Canadian Team, However, with the Yeowomen, she 
assumes a more offensive role and she is expected to score goals--an 
expectation she has certainly fulfilled.

Canadian Team members chosen at the CIAU Championships held 
from November 4-7 in Calgary. If she makes the team, Lambert will travel 
to Australia early next year to prepare for the World Championships 
being held in the extraordinarily hot climate of Malasia. The Canadians 
will train ‘down under’ to get used to the climatic conditions and to 
practise their game on astro-turf. “Canada will be more of a threat on 

„ .. , „ . . , _ , iji_r.ii Astro-turf because we’ve got the speed and the endurance. We are often
While attending the University of new Brunswick. Lambert led the field able to score goals in the second half of a game because we are much 

hockey team to the University Nationals and was also chosen as an All- stronger,” sûtes Lambert.
Star. Then she made a very important decision that obviously showed her Lambert isn’t sure what lies ahead but, it would seem that the sport of 
dedication to the sport of field hockey; she quit UNB so she could travel to Tield hockey has given her more direction than she thinks. “Field hockey is 
British Columbia and train for the coveted spot on the Canadian Team, » vehicle for women through which they can pursue excellence,” say Van
the training at these try-outs is extremely rigourous. From 8 a.m. to 1 der Merwe. “It teaches you how to cope, compete and to co-operate.”
ip.m. the girls working at a variety of drills, and running numerous sprints According to Van der Merwe’s philosophy, all Laurie Lambert has to do
The hard work certainly paid off in the long run. as the Canadian Team to become an All-Star in any field, is channel her dedicated and self
soon became known as “one of the fastest and fittest in the world!” disciplined field hockey sense appropriately.

;
lJ Elissa Freeman

JOCK TALKPat Copps 11
The York Yeomen had a very good Bj 
chance to secure a playoff position ■ 
this Saturday, but because of sloppy n 
play and unnecessary penalties in the K 
second half York lost to the B 
McMaster Marauders 34-19. ||

The game was actually close in the I 
first hjlf and the early part of the ■ 
third, with both teams having E 
chances to blow the game wide open. B 

York started off well, as Sergio 1 
Capobianco gave the Yeomen a 1-0 H 
lead, off a 90-yard kickoff. They I 
increased that lead to 2-0 on a 90- ■ 
yard punt. / J|

McMaster took a 7-2 lead, when I 
quarterback Phil Scarfone threw a I 
34-yard touchdown pass to Rich E 
Buchanan. But a drive capped off by I 
George Ganas’ two-yard touchdown I 
run allowed York to regain the lead. ■ 

An example of how things went on I 
Saturday happened shortly after I 
this. The ensuing McMaster punt I 
was only 25 yards. The Yeomen got g 
excellent field position, with the 
wind, on the Mac 50-yard line. On 
the next play, York’s sophomore 
quarterback, Tony Iancono, threw 
an interception, killing that drive 
before it started.

The final bit of excitement for the 
Homecoming Day fans came with 
just over a minute left until halftime. 
Iancono, after an interception by 
Mike Lawlor.guided the Yeomen to 
anther major as he spotted Brian 
Gifford in the end-zone for a 16-yard 
touchdown pass. The half ended and 
York seemed to have the momentum 
going into the locker-room behind 
by only four points 19-15.

Second half down

“First you are a good athlete...then you become a good field hockey 
player.”
Marina Van der Merwe 
Yeowomen Field Hockey Coach
Yeowomen field hockey verteran, Laurie Lambert, seemed destined to be 
an athlete. You could even say it was genetically determined; her father 
was a professional football player and her mother a phys. ed. teacher who 
also ran an after school athlectic program in their hometown of Lachine, 
Quebec. It was at these afternoon classes that Lambert, who participated 
in a variety of sports, was spotted at the tender age of 12 by the Lachine 
highschool coaches and asked to play for their club team. Two years later., 
she tried out for the Quebec Jr. Team and made it, mainly because she was 
a fast runner.

Lambert’s field hockey career was then shifted into gear. In 1977, 
Lambert played on the Under 23 Team at the Canada Games being held in 
Newfoundland. It was also at these Games, where Canadian National 
Team Coach, Marina Van der Merwe first talked to her. After that 
summer, Lambert was named to the Canadian Training Squad (one rung 
down the ladder from the actual team).

A disciplined player

!
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PARIS!
iVThe tights, the sounds... 

the savings!

Paris Cultural Program *
*720 I ’
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Open Return from 
Return up to 364 days after departure.

Accommodation 
Package$160

• 5 nights accommodation • sight
seeing tours • transfer from airport to 

hotel • 5 continental breakfasts.
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IThe Yeomen, however, forgot to 

bring that momentum back with 
them for the second half. The 
Marauders took advantage of some 
costly errors, especially later in the 
game. York just could not capitalize.
The York offence was ineffective at 
best. The McMaster lead became 
insurmountable. • „

Late in the game, with York ■ 
trailing 27-19, it appeared that the 
strong play of the Yeomen defence
would allow the ball back in great 
field position, an attempt to keep 
their season alive.

The defense’s strong play, how
ever, was nullified by a questionable 
penalty to Yeoman Trevor Williams.
This gave McMaster the ball on the 
York 44-yard line. Later in the same 
drive the McMaster quarterback was 
pressured into throwing a weak pass, 
which was intercepted by York’s 
Gord Ferguson. Things were set for 
York’s final drive, but an over
anxious York defender was charged 
with roughing the passer, and the 
McMaster drive was able to continue 
from the 26-yard line.
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: ,/i " f éL'LET US PREPARE YOU 
FOR THE DEC. 4

L S A T
OR THE JAN. 29

G M A T

A*
k

• Each course consists of 20 hours 
of instruction for only $140.

• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section 

of each test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at 

no additional charge
YORK UNIVERSITY JACKETS

ALSO SUEDE AND LEATHER PANTS, VESTS AND JACKETS 

ALL TOP QUALITY LEATHER MADE TO MEASURE 

CRESTING DESIGN DONE ON PREMISES 

BEAUTIFUL CHENILE CRESTS MADE ON PREMISES

one last chance Classes for the Dec. 4 LSAT, 
Nov. 26-28, andforthe Jan. 29
GMAT, Jan. 21-23Not dead yet, though, the Yeomen 

were given one more chance. 
McMaster fumbled at the seven-yard 
line. However, masters of their own 
fate, Iancono and the offensive unit 
couldn’t do a thing and gave the ball 
up on their 26-yard line.

McMaster took this opportunity 
to round off the scoring as Brian 
Jarvis ran in from 16 yards o’ut for 
the touchdown.

!

I
To register call or write: 
GMAT/LSAT 
Preparation Courses 
P.O. Box 597, Station A 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G7 
(416) 665-3377 ,

Course for the December 11 
GRE in Toronto December 4, 5

I

NO DELAYS NO MIDDLEMAN

JUST FAST, PERSONAL SERVICE FROM ONE OF CANADA’S 
LEADING LEATHER GARMENT MANUFACTURERS.
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sM-L Excellent Sports
1 Manufacturers of Men* & Ladies Coats

wear
862 Alness St. 661-9890

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
• Leather
• Sheepskin
• Suede

6)ladies and Mens Coats 
Motorcycle Jackets & 
Leather Pants

%
Mon Fn 8 am 7 pm 
Sat 8am 3pm

la II' M *
' oft Regular Price

with this coupon
\ 461-4650«

«
CANADAtsone coupon per customer »

«
M D! VIYKBJ OF -12C. #54 Of J T I ! 0Does Not Apply on Clearance Rack

Ready To Wear — Made To Measure 
All Kinds Of Repairs & Alterations

Expires November 15, 1982

»

68 BROADVIEW AVE., 2nd. FLOOR, TORONTO. ONT%
Vai-Pak ol Canada Unwed %

«
«

I October 21, 19S2 Excabbur IS
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Tough loss doesn't help red and 
white drive for a playoff spot

•t X r
.. -*■»•

Mark Zwol Katsura carried the Yeomen offen
sively. Striker Paul Birkenhauser

some

and the rest of the Yeomen who 
gave the U of T player a “9.5” for the 
flag-raising dive. Almost 100 per 
cent of the penalty kicks taken result 
in goals; in this case, the inevitable 
happened-U of T scored the goal 
and clinched the

#* The York Yeomen soccer team all
but ended their hopes of making the counted the York goals with 
play-offs with a 3-2 loss to the U of T particularly fine play within the 18-
Blues on Saturday. The Blues, who f°ot line outside of Toronto’s goal.

“Blue bounces”

L *1 m
z

once again play the catalyst to a York 
defeat, clinched the game on a 
penalty kick with less than five 
minutes remaining in the second 
half.

Cold temperatures and gusting 
winds seemed to get the better of the 
Yeomen in the secnd half of play. 
The ball took a few “Blue” bounces, 
and Toronto wasted no time in 
capitalizing on them to even the 
score at 2-2. An unfortunate series 
of events led to a penalty kick which 
resulted in U of T’s third goal; 
Toronto scrambled to a loose ball in 
the Yeomen crease after York had 
failed to clear a corner kick. 
Defender Frank Lippa laid 
sounding, but seemingly legit, leg- 
tackle on a U of T player. Referee 
John Wadell signalled the infraction 
and the penalty kick (as a result of 
the tackle taking place within the 
goal crease) to the dismay of Lippa

game.

FOOTNOTES: The loss dims the 
Yeomen's drive for a play-off spot. 
Down by two and one-half games in 
the standings, the Yeomen must win 
their remaining two games while 
Queens, with four games left, 
lose all of theirs ;.. What makes this 
season equally tough to review from 
the stand-point of a mathematical 
elimination is the fact that the 
Yeomen have scored more goals than 
any other team in Ontario-and 
that s with two games remaining! 
With that in mind, the Yeomen now 
look to improving their record to6-4 
which would be a much stronger 
showing than last season’s 3-7 mark.
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not enough

“There’s not any animosity 
between us, just a good, but fierce, 
rivalry. We needed this game badly. 
Anytime you go up on a team 2-0, it 
should be enough. But they came 
back and took us," said Head Coach 
Norman Grandies.*

York played a sound first half, 
keeping the ball in the Blues’ half of 
the field, and otherwise dominating 
play. Defender David Gardner 
displayed some good defensive 
tackling, while forwards Georgy 
Katsuras and Chris “Crystal”
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All-Ontario champs have nowhere to go but up

Yeowomen set to defend crown
V experienced players. The only player who has been with the team

hlv/n°LY?rk S/|eh|WOmeL teauS ulffer,cnce is that Mosher hasn’t lost for two years, Watson along with
e made an indelible mark in the his players to graduation. Many of Barnes and Graham round out the

VoZU 7menS S athletiCS-:the the women have taken the year off to core of experience oil the team
Volleyball Team is no exception. pursue other volleyball related
When Head Coach, Merv Mosher, "activités and most will eventually be Wendy Hille: In her first year
took hold of the reins in 1979, he returning next year Yeowoman. Mosher feels that Hille
inherited a team that had finished M , has been “a pleasant surprise." She’s
first in the OWIAA Championships ' Nonetheless, Mosher feels, “that keen extremely proficient at
and was ranked second in Canada We,have a nucleus of quality players mastering the basic skills of the
However, under Mosher’s direction, , 3 grouP ot ea6er first year game.
the team has soared to even loftier P ayers that show potentiaL" Kristen Fawcett: Another first year

heights. Going into his fourth year Here’s a rundown of the 1982 player, the six-foot Fawcett adds
of coaching, Mosher has compiled an Yeowomen Volleyball Team: height to the team A quiet girl by
outstanding lifetime record of 47 - 2 ■ , nature Mosher feels that her olav
with the Yeowomen. This includes Tnsh Barnes As °"e of the best the court does all the talking V
an unbeaten 1981 season (21 - 0) power hitters at the national g’
with an overwhelming total of 19,’ university level, this Jr. National ey McNichol: Making her
3-0 match wins and he led the team Team member is starting her third deout with the Yeowomen,
to the 1981 OWIAA Champion- season on the Yeowomen squad. As 7Nicho1 a defensive specialist
ships and to its present national captain of the team, Mosher will ,at f*as a 8° for broke style of . .
ranking of third in Canada. need Trish’s leadership on and off P. ay‘ Mosher expects her to “shoot •£ I 1 -

the court to pull team through the first ar|d a$k questions later.” i I iff
t0ughtimes‘ Carol Stajani Due to her ||

inexperience, Stajan, will be used as ^ I \ " r***r*mm 
back-up player. “Although,” says El ; ÆÊT

Mosher, “Carol works hard in 51 :
practice and has the potential of ■■ 
becoming a starter." 0
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Experience at NATS
• Moshers National experience 

credentials are impressive. Head 
coach of Canada’s Jr. National 
squad and in 1976, was the assistant 
with thé Canadian Sr. National 
Team. In 1981 he coached Canada’s 
Jr. National Squad at the October 
1981 World Championships.

With all that experience plus a 
group of excellent players, the result 
can only be ’success’. However, like 
many other Yeowomen teams, the 
Volleyball team has a small core of

Jill Graham: Hailing from high- 
school volleyball powerhouse St. 3 
Joseph’s of North Bay, Graham is 
starting her second season as a
Yeowomen. An excellent player with .......
a dynamic jump, Graham has also Jullie Richards: Out of all the 51 v
taken over the role as one of the players, the 6’1" Richards is making
team’s two setters. her debut as one of the tallest

members of the team. Chosen for 
her potential, Mosher feels that her 
height advantage combined with lots 
of work, Richards will develop into a 
strong player.
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Mustangs saddled with Red and White

York gets "club"St. Joseph’s of North Bay, Graham 
Nancy Watson: Watson, a good 
athlete with lots of potential, will 
also be utilized as a setter. Another

win
Bob Klein & Mark Zwol
It wasn’t a perfect day for rugger, with the strong winds and cold 
temperatures, but the Yeomen kept their play-off hopes alive by defeating 
the Western Mustangs, 13-6.

Western opened the scoring early with a three point penalty kick, but 
York’s Mark McCauley intercepted a arrant Western pass and dashed 65- 
yards for the try, putting the Yeomen ahead 4-3. The strong winds turned 
the rest of the half into a see-saw battle with Western regaining the lead 
on another penalty kick, only to have York’s Al Bertu clinch a Yeomen 
gain on a “drop goal” which teetered the score back in favor of the yeo 
7-6.

Jackie Mills: Last, but not least of 
the rookies. Mills is a hard worker 
and a conscientious player. Because 
of her ability to absorb details, 
Mosher describes Jackie as “the kind 
of athlete you want to work with.”

.0 ÇQ £0-
i A Legitimate Shot■E

men
Mosher feels that the Yeowomen 

definitely have a legitimate shot at 
the OWIAA title. “We’ve got 

o nowhere to go but up,” asserts 
£ Mosher, “we’ll be improving all the 

way, although it will be a lot 
* tougher.”

This weekend the yeowomen will 
- -g be hosting some of the best 
I Q volleyball teams in Ontario during 
Is o their annual “Tart McKenzie 
I* J classic," to be held at the York gym. 

JP* The tournament, which is a two day 
affair, should provide some stiff 
competition for the Yeowomen.

- -r

Second half surge
The second half saw some strong play by the yeomen forwards and 

back. Kicker Leo "clubfoot" Nishio was able to capitalize on Western 
turnovers and his fabled foot put York ahead to stay. Tempers mounted in 
the last minute of the game as the referee stopped play several times to 
warn both sides about scrappy play. They say that Rugby players "eat their 
dead, and while this particular hi light” was not necessary, there was 
definitely no love lost between the two teams. The Yeomen, however 
concluded on a victorious note, winning the game 13-6, and securing a 
second place berth in the OUAA standings.
SCRUMS HALF: The Yeomen are currently 4-1-1 and will face the 
McMaster Marauder’s this weekend. Also, special thanks to those who 
attended last thursday’s "Boxer Shorts" dance and made it
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Unbeaten last season, Yeowomen have reason to smile
a success.
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